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Abstract
Processing of continuous data streams is emerging as a new and expanding area of research
and concerns the processing of information from sources that produce data in a fast rate and
in a continuous way. For example, information from sensory devices can be considered as a
continuously expanding and unlimited sequence of data items without any boundaries.
Traditionally, such information required special monitoring applications and equipment that
process and react to continual inputs from several sources such as in a weather monitoring
station, patient monitoring equipment, etc.
This thesis concerns the use of an off the shelf DBMS for the processing of fast evolving
data streams in relational database management systems. It investigates the utilization of
existing features in a DBMS and their adoption to process infinite data streams and
discusses the performance of the proposed solution. It provides a solution to the inherent
limitations in the architecture of a DBMS to be able to react to continual inputs from
several sources. The outcome of this thesis shows that it is possible to process continuous
data streams from several sources and in some ways a better performance was also
achievable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Traditional database management systems (DBMS) process data physically stored on disk
drives and at a logical level visible as a collection of persistent datasets. The datasets are
accessed by DBMS only if a database application running on behalf of an end user submits
an explicit request to do so. A class of new database applications that violate this principle
has recently emerged. These applications require the continuous access to a new kind of
data objects referred to as data streams. A data stream is a continuously expanding and
theoretically unlimited sequence of data items. Data streams are typical for medical
monitoring systems, sensor networks, satellite monitoring systems, financial stock markets,
weather monitoring systems, network tracking systems and many other real-time sensing
systems. A common belief is that traditional DBMSs are not geared toward processing of
data streams. They are generally geared toward the processing of individual transactions
generated by humans. A data stream needs to be processed by a modified form of a query
that is called a continuous query and requires a special approach to both the management
and processing of data. We believe that the current DBMSs have many useful features that
can be adapted to perform all of the tasks needed to process data streams. These features
include triggers, stored procedures, transaction management, concurrency control, query
optimization and indexing.

A distinct advantage in replacing traditional sensor network applications with a DBMS is to
store historical data from sensors for future analysis. Traditional sensory applications only
operate on the current data from sensors and ignore the historical data. For example, a
UniTracking GPS satellite vehicle tracking system [68] provides a detailed mapped
location of motor vehicles that may have been stolen. A policeman logs onto the Internet
through a secure connection and monitors the exact location of the vehicles. Ideally, such a
system would also record various locations that vehicles visited over a period of time,
analyse their speed and direction of travel and predict their travelling destinations. Such a
system would need to log data from many hundreds of vehicles in a constabulary
department and then assemble the historical time series of data spread over many tuples and
possibly several large relational tables. This process would be very expensive.
Even if it may not be possible to achieve a similar performance with a DBMS as with a
dedicated machine there are some added advantages. They include a reduction in the cost of
a stream processing system by utilizing the existing DBMS within an organization and in
house maintenance and customization of the system to meet the changing needs of the
users.

1.1

Motivation

In the scientific world, electronic sensors are connected to a computer to collect data, to
automate record keepings, to ensure that some critical limits in the data are not exceeded
and to minimize human errors. Such data must be analyzed immediately as they are
collected. A typical example is a weather monitoring system that checks temperature,
atmospheric pressure, rainfall, humidity, wind speed, wind direction and solar energy. A
data logger collects the information to be processed, displays them on the monitor and
2

archives them on a hard disk. Collected data could be logged either to a local or to a remote
machine using a data acquisition system, e.g. YSI 6600 Data Acquisition System [64, 65].
Other examples of real time monitoring and data processing systems include
• Large web sites that monitor web logs online to enable applications such as performance
monitoring and load-balancing. Some web sites may be served by several widely
distributed web servers (e.g., Yahoo [69]) that analyse many distributed web logs, e.g.
track heavily accessed web pages as part of their real-time performance monitoring.
• Web-based financial search engine that evaluates queries over real-time streaming
financial data such as stock tickers and news feeds. For example, the Traderbot web site
[66] supports both one-time and continuous queries posed by its customers. Some of the
features of Traderbot are:
•

Run pre-defined strategies from expert traders in the Search Wizard.

•

Search real-time data, real-time news and fundamental data.

•

Real-time price and volume charts with patent-pending
'Buying/Selling Pressure' feature + time and sales data.

•

Maintain multiple portfolios with real-time price updates.

•

Provide immediate feedback about the performance of a company.

A traditional way of processing continuous data is to develop specialized machines
designed to process real time collected data, such as a military application that monitors
sensor readings worn by soldiers. Such hardware would require specialized software to run
the machine and is usually very expensive to purchase.

3

Our motivation is to replace the existing data processing machines with an off the shelf
DBMS that would process data streams continuously.

1.2

The problem

The implementations of traditional DBMSs target business-oriented data processing.
DBMS operates on a passive repository that stores large amounts of data. The human
operators perform manual data processing tasks on such a repository. This is normally
referred to as Human Active DBMS Passive (HADP) approach. In the latter case,
repository data is processed when all the information has been collected from various
sources. Data stream applications, however, are systems that monitor and process
continuous streams of data. They must be able to continuously process large amounts of
data as they arrive from many sources.
Very frequent updates, insertions and continuously repeated queries have a very negative
impact on the performance of DBMSs. Stock market monitoring applications have a low
tolerance for missing data. They can overload the DBMS with real time data making it
imperative for DBMS to employ intelligent resource management (e.g. scheduling) and
graceful degradation strategies (e.g. load shedding) when data volume is too high.
Logging of transactions on continuous streams can also overload the DBMS. This is
significant when a DBMS must keep up with logging transactions and at the same time
process large volumes of data transactions from several continuous streams.
Traditionally, a DBMS would process data from continuous streams collected in several
large relational tables. Every time a new data element is added to a table from a stream then
a query evaluates the new data element with the previous data in the relational tables. This
4

approach is not satisfactory when for every new data element all tables are processed
repeatedly. Continuous processing of streams would need to be performed in memory and
only on a new data element and on the results produced by the new data element.
Ability of a DBMS to process data elements from different streams in the correct sequence
is also of importance. There are no specific methods for a DBMS to deal with synchronized
processing of continuous streams. A scheduler may be used to solve this problem.
However, schedulers can reduce performance with systems that deal with large volumes of
data.
There has been some development work for a general purpose Data Stream Management
System (DSMS) to process data streams [10, 11]. DSMS is a good solution but it calls for
the re invention of many specific software components needed to process data streams. This
is an added expense for the user. Some problems also remain in using schedulers to access
relational tables and process data streams.
Several functional components of a conventional DBMS could quite easily be reused to
process streams through an appropriate selection of transaction processing techniques,
query processing techniques, physical database design and fine-tuning of the system
parameters.
In our approach we utilize an off the shelf DBMS and provide a front-end system that
incorporates several specially designed stream operators capable of processing several
streams concurrently. We utilize standard features of a DBMS such as stored procedures,
transaction management, concurrency control, query optimization and indexing. Our
system is implemented with a standard SQL language and is generally designed to process
many types of data streams.
5

1.3

Objectives and strategies

The global objective of this work is to investigate how and to what extent data stream
processing features can be incorporated into a standard relational DBMS. In particular, our
goals include the development of a new logical model of a data stream processing system,
transformations of this logical model into a physical model and transformation of the
physical model into an implementation model. Our goals also include investigation of the
implementation methods using an off-the-shelf relational DBMS and finally the evaluation
of the performance potential and the limitations of this system.
Our objectives are to investigate the components of a DBMS, if any, that could best be
utilized to achieve the latter goals. An immediate concern would be if the processing of
single data elements would generate redundant work and to what extent would this affect
the overall performance.
In searching for the solutions to this objective one can find many useful tools in an off the
shelf DBMS. Synchronization could be handled with the existing transaction processing
management and concurrency control in a DBMS. Existing memory management for
operations on tables could still be utilized. Existing rules in the relational algebra could also
be adapted to process an atomic data element in the same way as single row of data from a
table. Existing relational integrity rules and indexing techniques of DBMSs would still stay
play an important role. Query optimization techniques could also be an added bonus.
Existing SQL99 could be adopted.
Questions that remain once this system is implemented relate to the performance of such a
system compared with a traditional DBMS and the additional features to be developed to
enhance its performance. In order to answer as many of the questions as possible the
6

following strategy plan was considered. This strategy plan would follow along three major
steps; development of a logical model, translation of the logical model to a physical model
and finally the implementation of the physical model.
•

Current research in this area would be carefully evaluated and its capabilities and
drawbacks would also be examined. Three types of operations would be
investigated; Data flow operations, incremental query operations and continuous
query operations.

•

Stream processing would be examined at the lowest level of granularity by
considering how to process an atomic data element from a stream at a time.

•

Traditional methods of operations using relational entity sets would not be suitable
for stream operations. Extra features would be required for data elements in a
stream. For example, a timestamp would be needed to synchronize the stream
operations and a stream identifier could be added to uniquely identify a data
element in a stream. A general model would also be needed to describe how to
transform a normal data element into a stream manageable data element.

•

A logical model would be developed to describe stream operations for three types of
elementary operators; union, difference and join. A system of operation on
relational tables that is referred to as relational algebra would be considered as a
good starting point for developing a system of operations on data streams.

•

A general system would be developed to describe the logical operation of an
elementary stream operator. This system would consist of a number of components
to describe how an atomic data element would be processed by an elementary
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stream operator. It would also explain the conditions imposed on this operation. For
example, if a data element has the same attribute values as another data element
from another stream then what actions would be performed on this data element if
this condition was found to be true?
•

The logical model developed for an elementary stream operator would then be
applied to a black box containing several such elementary operators that process
several streams concurrently. This model should solve problems to do with the
synchronization of streams, serializability and non-commutative properties of the
elementary operators. A formal proof for any methods that are developed would
provide a good basis for the correctness of the proposed solutions.

•

A physical model of a black box system would then be derived from the logical
model. It would describe the physical structure of a data element, structure of
relational tables containing one or more data elements, indexing techniques needed
to fine tune this system and what methods, if any, to improve the overall
performance of this system. The physical model would also describe the internal
connections inside the black box, how to store the results of an elementary operator,
how data is transferred between the elementary operators and how the system would
performance with a mix of different operators.

•

The latter system would then be implemented using a standard off the shelf DBMS.
Performance would be weighed against the traditional methods of operations to
demonstrate the advantages and limitations of this system. Finally the future
directions of this line of research would be investigated.

8

There were many problems encountered in achieving this plan and some are outlined as
follows: how to formulate a suitable structure for a data element that would satisfy all types
of stream operations? How would the arrival order of data elements from different streams
affect the final results? Would there be a need for different execution plans for various
latencies in the stream? In assembling the final product how do we guarantee that the
schedule for stream operations in the black box would be conflict serializable?
The following chapters outline a systematic approach to solving these problems and
provide a system for processing of data elements in infinite streams.

1.4

Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organized into 6 chapters.
•

Chapter 1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the concept of stream processing, motivations in the
research in this area, problems relating to current DBMS systems and an approach
to a solution.

•

Chapter 2
This chapter lists the previous work and background in this area and concludes with
the current research in the area of stream processing.

•

Chapter 3 Logical Model
This chapter presents the new methodology for the processing of infinite data
streams, the structure of a new data element, structure of a data element as a result
of different operations on a new data element, a description of a template for the
9

proposed solution for operations on streams, derivations for different stream
operations using several elementary operators, a general system with several
elementary operators and a method for the synchronization of the stream operations.
•

Chapter 4 Physical Model
This chapter provides a general description for the translation of the logical model
discussed in chapter 3 to a physical model for the new system. It describes the
structure of data elements in a stream, the structure of a sliding window, structure of
different types of data containers, including an intermediate data container that
stores the results of an operator.

•

Chapter 5 Implementation
This section provides a general description of how to translate the physical model
discussed in chapter 4 to an implemental model. It contains an overview of the
implementation methods and various tactics used to improve the performance of the
proposed system. It also presents an overview of the experimental environment and
coding details.

•

Chapter 6 Experimental Results
This chapter presents the experimental results based on the implemental model
described in chapter 5 and provides a quantitative comparison between the
traditional methods and stream operation methods.

10

Chapter 2
Background and the current work
This chapter highlights a background and some current work done in the area data stream
processing.

2.1

Backgrounds

Data stream processing has its roots in the earlier developed methods for adaptive,
incremental, and continuous query processing. A comprehensive review of the works and
the results achieved can be found in [2, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 29, 48, 49, 51,
53, 57, 59]. The recent work [11] reviews the research issues and unsolved problems in this
area.
The computational models suitable for data stream processing fit either into the categories
of incremental or dataflow processing models. Incremental data processing model comes
from the techniques developed for incremental [26, 36, 60], adaptive [9, 32, 38, 40, 43, 58,
63] and continuous query processing [10, 17, 43, 52, 57].
Generally, stream-processing operations should be able to implement the principles of online, spontaneous, and continuous computations.
•

On-line computations mean that algorithms implementing the computations see
only a part of input and never operate on a complete input data set. The algorithms
that have such a property are commonly called as on-line algorithms [6, 31, 50, 61].
11

•

Spontaneous computations mean that whenever an input data streams is extended
with an atomic data element or updated then such modification immediately triggers
all applications that process this stream [52, 60].

•

Continuous computations mean that the system should continuously re-compute the
results of queries and make them available and up-to-date at every moment in time
[10, 11, 12, 57].

Processing of dataflows is not a completely new problem. It has been already investigated
in a context of the pipelined parallel architectures of computer hardware [47] and has a
number of dataflow programming languages [21].

2.2

Incremental query processing

Periodic re-computation of entire query on every new data set can create many redundant
operations. Usually, such operations follow one after the other, process identical data sets
and return the same sets of identical results. An ideal solution to process streams of data is
to use an incremental query processing technique. In this approach a query is computed
over all streams one data element at a time immediately after its submission. When a new
data element is appended to an input stream it is combined with the rest of the database to
create an incremental database. The query is then computed on the incremented database to
return a first set of results. A second data increment is appended to the database in the same
way and the query result from the second incremented database is then combined with the
first result to produce a second set of results. This cycle is repeated after arrival of each
increment.
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Incremental query processing eliminates redundant operations on almost identical data
streams. This method still has its limitations. Incremental processing is possible only if
results for the next increment can be obtained from results of a previous increment and the
new data element. It is known that such method cannot be applied to process nonmonotonic [52] and time-varying queries [36]. Such a model cannot satisfy the requirement
that algorithms controlling the computations should always produce outputs from
increments of consumed input and they should never operate on the entire data sets.
Incremental query processing also suffers from bottlenecks when the average period of time
between the successive arrivals of data elements is shorter than an average period of time
needed to process each data element.
Major work in this area includes the following.
•

INC [60]: This language is based on incremental computations. INC was originally
developed to perform Incremental computations over nearly identical inputs where
previous computations are taken into account for any new input. The INC paradigm
however does not support any general looping constructs and does not explicitly
address how to manage data arrivals at the equi-join inputs where the order of data
is important.

•

Incremental computation of time-varying query expressions [36]: This work
presents and analyzes algorithms for the incremental computation of time-varying
queries in which selection predicates refer to the state of a clock. Such queries occur
naturally in many situations where temporal data are processed. This method
assumes that all existing incremental techniques for query computation presume that
old query results remain valid if no intermediate changes are made to the underlying
13

database. In order to solve this problem, [36] introduces the notion of a superview
that contains all current tuples that will eventually satisfy the selection predicate of
a time-varying selection. Based on the notion of superview, it develops algorithms
for the incremental computation of time-varying selections.
There is however some limitations associated with such time-varying queries.
Semantics of the query processing proposed by [36] states that the results of query
Qc are the union of the results produced by query Q issued at time tstart and
recomputed at any moment of time t > tstart, i.e.
Qm(t)=

U Q(t )

t >tstart

The union of time-dependent results Q(t) over time t > tstart creates certain problems.
For example, if database does not change in a period of time from t1 to t2 then it may
still happen that the result of Q(t1) is not equal to Q(t2) due to the passing of time,
e.g. comparison of date/time attribute with a call to the SYSDATE function. Then,
the union of results obtained at t1 and t2 may lead to a contradiction.
The semantics of continuous query processing proposed here is based on the
intuition of the observability of the query results. This semantics is applicable to all
kinds of queries. We start from a concept of database state. A database state is a
combination of all values of all properties of the objects described in a database at
certain moment of time.
In practice we make this semantics slightly weaker due to the fact that there is no
need to evaluate the query at every moment of time because both the database and
the query do not change continuously. A database is modified from time to time and
14

time dependent attributes are recorded with a limited precision, e.g. up to the latest
minute. If query is not time dependent then its continuous processing requires the
repetition of evaluation after each atomic modification of a database and only if
such modification affects the results of the query.

2.3

Continuous query processing

There are two important types of queries relating to the data stream model. The first is onetime queries [52] (a class that includes traditional DBMS queries) are queries that are
evaluated once over a point in time snapshot of the data set, with the answer returned to the
user. Continuous queries, on the other hand, are evaluated continuously as data streams
continue to arrive. The answer to a continuous query is produced over time, always
reflecting the stream data seen so far. Continuous query answers may be stored and updated
as new data arrives, or they may be produced as data streams themselves. Sometimes one or
the other mode is preferred. For example, aggregation queries may involve frequent
changes to answer tuples, dictating the stored approach, while join queries are monotonic
and may produce rapid, unbounded answers, dictating the stream approach.
Continuous queries processing evolved from incrementing techniques in later years.
Another way to understand a continuous query process is to compare the operation of a
classical query process to that of a continuous query process. The results produced by the
classical query are static, i.e. the results are computed once, within one state of a database,
and when the computations are completed the results do not automatically follow the
modifications of a database.
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Results of a continuously processed query can change automatically after each small
modification of a relevant portion of a database. Observation of the results produced by a
continuously processing query is similar to observing indicators that display real-time
changing values of parameters in certain physical processes; for example a tachometer that
calculates the engine speed from impulses sent continuously from the car distributor.
A summary of additional work is shown as follows:
•

Continuous queries were used in the Tapestry system [52] for content-based
filtering over an append-only database of email and bulletin board messages. A
restricted subset of SQL was used as the query language in order to provide
guarantees about efficient evaluation and append-only query results.

•

The Alert system [45] provides a mechanism for implementing event-conditionaction style triggers in a conventional SQL database, by using continuous queries
defined over special append-only active tables.

•

The XFilter content based filtering system [5] performs efficient filtering of XML
documents based on user profiles expressed as continuous queries in the XPath
language [30, 44, 67]. Xyleme [42] is a similar content-based filtering system that
enables very high throughput with a restricted query language.

•

The Tribeca stream database manager [49] provides restricted querying capability
over network packet streams.

•

The OpenCQ [37] system support continuous queries for monitoring persistent data
sets spread over a wide-area network, e.g. web sites over the Internet. OpenCQ uses
a query processing algorithm based on incremental view maintenance. [46]
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discusses the problem of supporting blocking operators in query plans over data
streams, and Viglas and Naughton [55] propose rate-based optimization for queries
over data streams, a new optimization methodology that is based on stream-arrival
and data-processing rates.
•

NiagaraCQ project [17]: NiagaraCQ project looks at continuous queries that
transform a passive web page into an active environment that needs to support
millions of queries due to the scale of the Internet. NiagaraCQ addresses this
problem by grouping continuous queries based on the observation that many web
queries share a similar structure (signature). Grouped queries can share common
computations, tend to fit in memory and can reduce I/O cost significantly. Grouping
on selection predicates can also remove a large number of unnecessary query
invocations. NiagaraCQ uses incremental group optimization strategy with dynamic
re-grouping. New queries are added to existing query groups, without having to
regroup existing installed queries. It uses incremental evaluation of continuous
queries and push-pull models for detecting heterogeneous data source changes. In
an incremental group optimization when the signature of a new query is matched
with a file in the query sub-tree for this group, the new query is added to the group.
If there are no groups that can accommodate the new query a new group with a new
signature is created. Split queries use a pipelined approach or use an intermediate
file. In the former, tuples are pipelined from output of one operator to the input of
the next operator.
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Implementation of NiagaraCQ uses a system of Continuous query managers, event
detectors and data managers which perform well in an Internet environment but can
be very costly in a distributed environment when data volumes can be very high.

2.4

Adaptive query processing

Adaptive query processing has its origins in the Telegraph Project [9, 40] and is based on
what is called rivers, eddies, and pipelining query processing operators, such as ripple joins
and Xjoins. Key to the Telegraph system is a continuously adaptive query processing
engine that can gather and act upon feedback at a very high frequency, based on three
characteristics: (1) it receives information from its environment, (2) it uses this information
to determine its behaviour, and (3) this process iterates over time, generating a feedback
loop between environment and behaviour. A distinction between adaptive systems and
systems that do static optimization is that static optimization contains the first two of these
characteristics, but not the third.
The feedback involved in an adaptive system is the key to its efficacy: it allows the system
to make and observe the results of multiple decisions. This allows it to consider its own
effects on the environment in concert with external factors, and to observe the effects of
“exploiting” previously beneficial behaviour, and “exploring” alternative behaviour.
The Telegraph system comes close to what is proposed in our system. However, it operates
on the entire relational tables and adaptation process is applied to all tables when a new row
of data is processed from a table.
Other work in this area includes the following.
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•

Adaptive filters for continuous queries over distributed data streams [38]: This
method considers an environment where distributed data sources continuously
stream updates to a centralized processor that monitors continuous queries over the
distributed data. Significant communication overhead is incurred in the presence of
rapid update streams, and it proposes a new technique for reducing the overhead.
Users register continuous queries with precision requirements at the central stream
processor, which installs filters at remote data sources. The filters adapt to changing
conditions to minimize stream rates while guaranteeing that all continuous queries
still receive the updates necessary to provide answers of adequate precision at all
times. This approach enables applications to trade precision for communication
overhead at a fine granularity by individually adjusting the precision constraints of
continuous queries over streams in a multiquery workload. Through experiments
performed on synthetic data simulations and a real network monitoring
implementation, this work demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach in
achieving low communication overhead compared with other approaches. This
approach still relies on the use of system schedulers.

2.5

Data stream processing
Our objective in data stream processing is to start a query as soon as a single data
element becomes available and to be able to process as many new data elements as
possible.
Similar work done along this line of research is as follows:
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•

The PIL approach [58] describes a DBMS implementation that uses a Partially
Iterated Loop (PIL) to process single increments of data elements at a time. A
typical distributed system can receive data from several independent sources and in
different moments of time. Data is normally buffered on disk and is read later when
the process is ready to accept the data. If an application processes n input data sets
D1, .. ,Dn then it usually accesses a selected unordered subset of n-tuple <d1,…, dn>
from D1,…,Dn. This process is implemented as a nested loop that sequentially
processing subsets of data sets D1,…,Dn as they arrive.
In the PIL system, postponing the execution until all inputs are available has a
negative impact on the performance. A reasonable solution is to start execution as
soon as some of the input data elements are available and continue execution while
more data elements arrive. Materialization of this idea requires the implementation
of a partial execution of an application P. Partial execution of a loop requires
multiple activations of P. A partial execution may result in some incompletely
executed PILs or it may stop due to lack of data. At this moment the program
restarts the execution when more new data arrives.
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•

A comprehensive and the most up to date review of the research on data stream
processing are described in the STREAM project [10, 12]. An architecture shown in
Figure 2.1 portrays a number of incoming data streams and assumes that a
continuous query processor Q processes incoming tuples from n infinite streams and
produces an answer A. This system operates as follows: a new data element a
arriving from stream s is added to a container called store only if a is the only data
element in the answer set A. Data element a may remain in A indefinitely and it may
also be passed to the Stream. If a new data element from a stream t updates some
rows in the Store then the resulting data elements may also be moved from Store to
the Stream. The new data element from stream t may also be saved temporarily in
the scratch container for future stream operations. If a data element in the Store
performs any updates or deletions in the future then it is moved from Store to the
Scratch. Unwanted tuples that are no longer needed are placed in container Dump.
The STREAM project [12] is a general purpose DSMS that supports a declarative

Streams
1..n

Flow through
Stream

Q→A
(a)

Dump

Scratch

Store

Figure 2.1: Architecture for processing continuous
queries over continuous data streams.
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query language CQL, for Continuous Query Language, and is designed to cope with
high data rates and large numbers of continuous queries. Syntactically, CQL is a
superset of SQL (although many complex SQL constructs are not yet implemented),
with constructs added for various system functions. Execution of query operators is
controlled by a global scheduler, which uses a simple round-robin scheme for
scheduling operators that are ready to execute.
The STREAM project may come closest to what is proposed in this thesis but with
the following significant differences: the system proposed in this thesis does not use
a scheduler; schedulers use system resources and may reduce system performance.
A scheduler improves system performance only when the cost of scheduling and
executing a data element is less than the cost in the executing a data element without
using a scheduler. The goals of using a global scheduler in the Stream project are to
minimize total queue size for unpredictable, bursty streams, and to minimize
latency, inaccuracy, memory use, starvation, etc. In our system every operator is
capable of performing stream operations on a data element independently of a
global scheduler. In our system memory management, execution plans,
synchronization, and execution of data elements from streams by stream operators
are all performed by the DBMS.
•

Aurora and Medusa projects [1, 2, 48, 51] are two stream processing systems built
for a large scale distributed stream management system. In aurora, data comes from
computer programs that generate data at regular or irregular intervals or from
sensory devices. Aurora is fundamentally a dataflow system that uses popular boxes
and arrows system found in most process flow and workflow systems. Data
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elements flow through a loop-free system of operators (i.e. boxes) that are linked
together with arrows. Each box accepts input streams and produces one or more
output streams, as arrows. Final outputs from boxes are streamed to applications
that can handle asynchronously arriving data in every output stream. Every Aurora
application has a query that defines the processing requirements and a Quality of
Service (QoS) specification that specifies the query performance requirements.
Queries run continuously, so that they run for ever over push based inputs. Ad hoc
queries can also be defined and attached to connection points: predetermined arcs in
the flow graph where historical data is stored.
It is also possible for users to define their own declarative queries in a language
such as SQL (modified to specify continuous queries) and then compile these
queries into a box and arrow model. Operators in Aurora include a simple unary
operator (Filter), a binary merge operator (Union), a time bound window sort
(WSort), an aggregation operator (Tumble), a mapping operator (Map) and a join
operator (Join).
The heart of the system is a scheduler that determines which box to run. It also
determines how many data elements may be waiting in front of a box and how to
push them toward the output. It also has a storage manager used to buffer queues
when main memory runs out. Aurora constantly monitors the QoS of output streams
and passes this information to the scheduler for decision making. There is also a
load shedder that discards data elements in the event of an overload.
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There is not clear how data is processed in the boxes; as one data element at a time
or as sets of relational tables. A major difference with the proposed system here is
the use of a scheduler which can be costly.
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Chapter 3
Logical Model
This chapter introduces a new model of data stream processing systems. The first two
sections define a concept of data stream, explain an internal structure of data stream, and
define the elementary operations data streams. This is followed by a definition of a
template for elementary operations. The remaining part of this section describes
synchronization of elementary operations on data streams.

3.1

Data streams

A data stream is defined as an unlimited sequence of data elements. We consider two types
of data elements: atomic and composite data elements. An atomic data element is a
quadruple <identifier, value, flag, sequence number>. An identifier is a positive number
that uniquely identifies a single data element in a stream. A value is the contents of an
atomic data element, e.g. a number, string, or sequence of bits. There are two categories of
atomic data elements: positive and negative. A positive atomic data element represents a
data element appended to a stream. A negative atomic data element represents a data
element deleted from a stream. More precise semantics of negative data elements and their
role in the model will be discusses in the future. A value of flag determines the category of
atomic data element.
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It is important to distinguish between the negative data elements and negative values of
data elements. For example a positive number can be a value of a negative data element
(having a negative flag) and vice versa.
Atomic data elements obtain a unique sequence number when they are appended to a
stream. Sequence numbers are used to synchronize operations on data elements that arrive
from several streams. A sequence number is differentiated from an identifier in that a data
element may obtain different sequence numbers in stream operations while its identifier
value never changes.
A composite data element is made of the identifiers and bodies of several atomic data
elements, one flag and one sequence number. A composite data element with n single data
elements is represented as {<identifier1, body1>, …, <identifiern, bodyn>, flag, sequence
number}. The flag for a composite data element is used for the same purpose as a flag in an
atomic data element. The sequence number of a composite data element is also unique. It is
used to synchronize stream operations on composite data elements in the same way as for
an atomic data element.
A sequential sliding window provides a snapshot over a number of data elements from a
stream. A sequential sliding window of size n consists of the n most recent atomic data
elements. At the beginning of stream processing the sequential sliding window is empty. It
is populated with new atomic data elements as they arrive until it contains n data elements.
When inserting a new atomic data element into a sequential sliding window of size n we
also remove the last data element from the window. Inserting a negative data element with
the same value as a data element to be removed performs the removal of a data element.
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We treat data elements in a sequential sliding window as sequences of data elements. From
hereon we refer to this window as a sequential window.

3.2

Elementary operations on data streams

A system of elementary operations is used to process data streams. An elementary
operation has one input and many outputs. The input includes a data item or a group of data
items and one sequential window. Each output of an elementary operation is a group of data
items produces by the operation. A single output may be considered as an output data
stream. Elementary operations are performed using Elementary Operators. Output data
streams from one elementary operation become the input streams of other elementary
operations.
Arrival of a new data element from a stream activates an elementary operation that
consumes the data element. All modifications to the inputs are observable on the output;
whenever a data element is consumed results are immediately appear on the output. Order
of the reactions follows the order of modifications; none of the input streams has any
privileges to be processed first and the system idle time is minimized through the
concurrent execution of as many elementary operators as possible.
Generally, there are two other types of operations performed on a data element. First
operation records data elements in a sequential window. This operation is referred to as a
recorder operation. A recorder also moves a sequential window, generates negative data
elements and removes positive data elements from the window. Second operation processes
the data element in a sequential window and then passes its results to the next elementary
operator. This operation is referred as an injector operation.
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3.3

A template for an elementary operator

A system of operation on relational tables, referred to as relational algebra, is a good
starting point to search for a system of elementary operations on data streams. Relational
algebra consists of a fixed set of operation on relational tables. We find that a fixed system
of operations is not the best solution for data stream processing. Consider the case when the
outputs of one operation become the inputs of another e.g. selection performed on an
argument of a join operation. It would be beneficial to pass the outputs from one operation
directly to the next without recording the intermediate results in a temporary data container.
Such a technique is referred to as "pipelining" of relational operations. In data stream
processing we are interested is a solution that is more flexible and would specify single
operations that performs the same actions as a number of pipelined relational operations.
Consider for example a traditional query operation. A join operation on two tables is
implemented as a join operation, not as several pipelined relational operations. This
operation requires a number of intermediate tables to hold results of each operation.
Elementary operators simplify such operations such that there would be no need for
temporary tables of results between operations.
Next, we define a template for elementary operations and show how to derive some
operations from the template.
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The template τ for stream operation α is as follows:
τ:

forall (d1,…,di-1,di+1,…,dm) in Ws1 × … × Ws(i-1) × Ws(i+1) × … × Wsm
if φ1(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) then
action1
…
ρ1(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) → Sout1
end if
if φ2(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) then
action2
…
ρ2(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) → Sout2
end if
…

…

…

…

…

…

if φp(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) then
actionp
…
ρp(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) → Soutp
else
actionp+1
…
ρp+1(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) → Soutp+1
end if
endforall
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A data element that is processed by an operation instantiated from template τ is denoted by
δsi. Next, Ws1,…,Ws(i-1),Ws(i+1),…,Wsm denote sequential windows over the input streams S1,
…, Sm. Variables keeping the elements of data streams are denoted by d1,…, di-1, di+1,…,
dm. Each one of φk(d1,…,di-1, δsi, di+1,…,dm) is a Boolean expression that evaluates to either
true or false.
The control structure
forall (d1,…,di-1,di+1,…,dm) in Ws1 × … × Ws(i-1) × Ws(i+1) × … × Wsm
…

…

…

endforall
denotes a loop which iterates over all the combinations of data elements from Ws1 × … ×
Ws(i-1) × Ws(i+1) × … × Wsm. Each one of the actions is a set of statements that are executed
when a corresponding condition φ is satisfied. Actions ρk, where k=1..p, create data
elements that are attached to one of the output data streams Sout1…, Soutp i.e. ρp(d1,…,di1,δsi,di+1,…,dm)→

Soutp.

An elementary operator model for a single elementary operator αA is shown in Figure 3.1.
An atomic data element from a stream S is shown as δs.
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Recorder and injector are other operations that complement operations of the template.
There are two types of recorders; a sequential recorder and a set recorder. A sequential
recorder operates on a sequential window, while a set recorder operates on a set of data
elements.
A sequential recorder reads a positive atomic data element δs from a stream S, appends it to
a sequential window Ws, slides the window by one element, removes the last atomic data
element δs(-) from the window and passes the pair {δs, δs(-)} to the input of an elementary
operator for processing. δs(-) has the same value as the data element to be removed and has a
negative flag. Generally, a sequential recorder does not receive any negative data elements.
Any operation on a sequential data element results in a set of data elements.
A set recorder receives any number of set data elements, δs1,…, δst, from a stream, stores
them in any order in a temporary container and then passes {δs1,…, δst} to the input of an
elementary operator. It may also receive any number of negative data elements, δs1(-),…,
δsu(-), from a stream and then remove data elements with the same value as δs1(-),…,δsu(-)
from the temporary container and pass {δs1(-),…, δsu(-)} to the input of the next elementary
operator.

Stream S

δs

αA

…

Sout 1
Sout 2
…

Soutp+1

…

WS1 … WSA-1, WSA+1 …WSM
Figure 3.1: A model of an elementary operator
derived from the template τ.
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An injector appends the results from an elementary operator to an output stream. It reads a
data element result from an elementary operator and injects it to one of the output streams
Sout1 ,…, Soutp+1. This process keeps the identifiers, values, sequence number and flag of the
data element unchanged. An injector only selects those data elements that are ready to be
processed by a next elementary operator.

3.4

Construction of elementary operations

Derivation of operation α from the template τ needs the instantiation of several components
α1,…,α4, of the template τ. The first component, α1, is an iteration over all the elements in a
Cartesian product of sequential windows Ws1 × … × Ws(i-1) × Ws(i+1) × … × Wsm. Next
component, α2, consists of one or more conditions φj on data elements d1,…, di-1,δsi , di+1,…,
dm, where j=1..p. Each condition is iterated over all data elements in the windows in
component α1. Component, α3, performs some stream operations on elements d1,…, di-1,
δsi, di+1,…, dm denoted by actionsk, where k=1,…,p+1. Such operations may include a
selection or a projection on the data elements. The final component, α4, operates on data
elements d1,…, di-1,δsi, di+1,…, dm and produces some results that are injected into a
corresponding output stream, Soutk, k=1,…,p+1.
Instantiations are performed accordingly to the following rules.
(1) In the special case of a unary operation there is no need for a control structure forall
… endforall.
(2) All actions should be expressed as sequences of operations on the variables d1,…,di1,di+1,…,dm

and data item δsi.
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(3) The constructors ρk(d1,…,di-1,δsi,di+1,…,dm) → Soutk are operations that operate on data
elements d1,…,di-1,δsi,di+1,…,dm and inject the results of operations to an output
stream Soutk. A single iteration of forall … endforall loop should insert at most one
data element into one output stream.
An elementary operation may only require one or two components from the template to
describe it entirely. This is illustrated more clearly in the next section for a negation
operator.
An elementary operator that processes data elements d1,…,di-1, di+1,…,dm and δsi may
produce a number of atomic or composite data elements. Each composite data element in
the result is identified by the identifier values of individual atomic data elements in the
result. Sequence number for a result is assigned by an elementary operator during the
operations and will be explained later in the synchronization section.
The following derivations from template τ are for different types of operators and provide a
core set of operations from which all other relational type operations could be derived.
They provide deeper semantics when applied to operations on atomic or composite data
streams. An example is the pipelining of relational operations, when the outputs of one
operation become the inputs of another e.g. selection performed on an argument of a join
operation. Elementary operators simplify such operations so that there would be no need for
temporary tables of results between join operations when a syntax tree can be transformed
into left/right deep tree for each of its arguments.
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3.4.1

Negation operator (δsi(-))

A negation operator turns any positive data element δsi into a negative data element δsi(-) by
negating the flag of the data element. Using the instantiation rules from section 3.4, a unary
negation operation may be derived from template τ by applying the component α4 only.
Components that are not used are nominated as "void".
α1 :

Void. There are no elements from other windows to iterate.

α2:

Void. There are no conditions imposed on this operation.

α3 :

Void. No other actions are necessary.

α4 :

ρ(δsi) ={δsi(-) → Soutp}
A negated element δsi(-) is injected to an output stream Soutp. A negated δsi will have
the same identifier and attribute values as δsi with a negative flag.

3.4.2

Selection operator (σp)

Selection operator selects a data element δsi from a stream based on a Boolean condition p.
Selection of a data element δsi whose attributes meet the selection condition p is normally
expressed as a predicate and can be derived from template τ as follows:
α1 :

Void. There are no elements from other windows to iterate.

α2:

if φp(δsi) then. A condition p is imposed on the selection of a data element δsi.

α3 :

Void. There are no specific actions performed.

α4:

ρ(δsi)={δsi → Soutp}
Element δsi satisfying condition p is injected to an output stream Soutp. A selected δsi
will have the same identifier and attribute values as δsi and a positive flag value. A
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negative data element δsi(-) will have the same identifier and attribute values as δsi
and a negative flag value.
Following pseudo code describes the selection operation on a positive data element.
αselecti: if positive (δsi) then
if p then

δsi → Soutp
end if
end if
A negative data element is selected based on a condition p as follows:
αselecti-: if negative (δsi) then
if p then

δsi(-) → Soutp
end if
end if
3.4.3

Projection operator (πc)

Projection operator selects a subset of attributes, c1 … cn, from the attributes c of a data
element δsi from a stream. Derivation for the projection of a data element δsi is as follows:
α1:

Void. There are no elements from other windows to iterate.

α2:

Void. There are no conditions for a projection.

α3 :

Void. There are no other actions performed.

α4:

ρ(δsi) = {σ(δsi)c=(c1, ..., cn) → Soutp}.
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A subset of attributes c1,..,cn is selected unconditionally from a set of attributes c in

δsi and injected to an output stream Soutp. A projected positive δsi, π(δsi), will have
the same identifier values as δsi and a subset of attribute values as δsi and a positive
flag value. A projected negative δsi, π(δsi(-)), will have the same identifier values as

δsi and a subset of attribute values as δsi and a negative flag value.
Following pseudo code describes the projection operation on a positive data element δsi.
αprojecti:
if positive(δsi) then
σ(δsi)c=(c1, ..., cn) → Soutp

else
σ(δsi )c=(c1, ..., cn) → Soutp
(-)

end if
3.4.4

Cross product (×) (Cartesian product)

Cross product of a data element δsi with a sequential window Wsk returns the data element
pairs of results {δsi, dk} containing δsi and all the data elements from Wsk. The derivation
utilizes the following components from the template τ.
α1:

forall dk in Wsk
Scan all data elements in window Wsk.

α2:

Void. No conditions to specify.

α3 :

Void. No actions performed.

α4:

ρp(δsi) = {σ(δsi, dk) → Soutp}
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Cross product results are injected into an output stream Soutp. A Cross Product result
from a positive δsi with data elements {d1,…,dm} from Wsk will be an unconditional
selection of all pairs of data elements d1,…,dm and δsi as sets of composite data
elements {{δsi, d1}, ... , {δsi, dm}} with the same identifier values and attribute
values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and a positive flag value.
Result of a cross product of a negative data element δsi(-) with data elements
{d1,…,dm} will produce an unconditional selection of all pairs of data elements
d1,…,dm and δsi as composite data elements {{δsi, d1}(-), ... , {δsi, dm}(-)} with same
identifier values, attribute values as in d1,…,dm and δsi, and a negative flag value.
Following pseudo code describes the cross product operation on a data element δsi.
αxProd: if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
σ({δsi, dk}) → Soutp
endforall
else
forall dk in Wsk
σ({δsi, dk})(-) → Soutp
endforall
end if
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3.4.5

Union (∪)

Union of a data element δsi with a sequential window Wsk is equivalent to the selection of
unique instances of δsi with all data elements that are in Wsk or Wsi. It is assumed that Wsk
and δsi are union compatible; that is a data element in Wsk has the same number of fields as

δsi and corresponding fields taken in order from left to right have the same domains. Union
operation is commutative and is performed over all attributes.
{δsi } ∪ Wsk
A Union operation α∪i (δsi, Wsk) can be is instantiated from template τ as follows:
α1:

forall dk in Wsk and forall di in Wsi
Iteration is performed over all data existing data elements in Wsk and Wsi.

α2 :

if δsi = dk or δsi = di then
Equality condition is checked over all the attributes participating in the union
operation from both sides. This condition checks to see if a data element with the
same attribute values exists in Wsk or Wsi before an action can be performed.

α3:

actions include any selections and projections on data elements δsi, di or dk.

α4 :

ρp(δsi) = {unique δsi → Soutp}.
A unique data element δsi is injected to an output stream Soutp. A union result from a
positive data element δsi will have the same identifier values and the same attribute
values as δsi and a positive flag value. A negative data element δsi(-) will produce a
data element δsi(-) with the same identifier values and attribute values as δsi and a
negative flag value.
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A pseudo code is shown below.
αunioni:

if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
forall di in Wsi
if δsi = dk or δsi = di then
exit
end if
endforall
endforall

δsi → Soutp
else
forall dk in Wsk
forall di in Wsi
if δsi = dk or δsi = di then
exit
end if
endforall
endforall

δsi(-) → Soutp
end if
A negative data element is sent to stream Soutp only if another positive data element with the
same attributes exists in Wsk or Wsi.
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3.4.6

Left difference operator (Left-)

A left difference of a data element δsi with a sequential window Wsk is equivalent to
appending δsi to output stream Soutp if there are no other data elements in Wsk with the same
attribute values as δsi. It is assumed that Wsk and δsi are difference compatible and difference
operation is performed over all attributes.
Difference is not commutative. Left difference operation on stream i is as follows:
αleft-: {δsi} – Wsk
A left difference operator is derived from the template τ as follows:
α1 :

forall dk in Wsk
Iteration is performed over all data existing elements in Wsk.

α2 :

if δsi ≠ dk then
This inequality condition is tested over all attribute values participating in the left
difference operation from both sides. δsi is tested against all elements from Wsk
before an action can be taken.

α3 :

actions include any selections and projections on both data elements δsi and dk.

α4 :

ρp(δsi) = {δsi → Soutp}
Result δsi is injected to an output stream Soutp. A left difference result from a
positive δsi will have the same identifier and attribute values as δsi and a positive
flag value. A negative data element δsi(-) has the same identifier values and attribute
values as δsi and a negative flag value.
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Following pseudo code is a final product of the above derivations.
αleft-:

if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
if δsi = dk then
exit
end if
endforall

δsi → Soutp
else
forall dk in Wsk
if δsi = dk then
exit
end if
endforall

δsi(-) → Soutp
end if
A negative data element is sent to stream Soutp only if another positive data element with the
same attributes exists in Wsk.
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3.4.7

Right difference (Right-)

A right difference of a sequential window from stream Wsi with a data element δsk from
another stream is equivalent to the removal of all data elements from Wsi with the same
attribute values as δsk. It is assumed that Wsi and δsk are difference compatible and difference
operation is performed over all attributes.
The right difference operation on stream i may be represented as follows:
αrightdiff: Wsi – {δsk}
αrightdiff will have a different derivation to αleftdiff as follows:
α1:

forall di in Wsi
Iteration is performed over all existing data elements in Wsk.

α2:

if di = δsk then
This condition is tested over all attributes values from both sides that participate in
the left difference operation. δsk is tested against all elements from Wsi before an
action can be taken.

α3 :

actions include any selections and projections on both data elements δsk and di.

α4 :

ρp(δsk) = {δsk(-) → Soutp}
Result δsk(-) is injected to an output stream Soutp. A positive data element δsk will
inject a negative data element δsk(-) to output stream if a similar element exists in
Wsi. A right difference result from a positive δsk will have the same identifier values
and the same attribute values as δsk and a negative flag value. Result from a
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negative δsk(-) will have the same identifier values as δsk, same attribute values as δsk
and a positive flag value.
Following pseudo code is the final product of the derivation.
αright-:

if positive(δsk) then
forall di in Wsi
if di = δsk then

δsk(-) → Soutp
end if
endforall
else
forall di in Wsi
if di =δsk then

δsk → Soutp
endif
endforall
end if
A negative data element di in Wsi restores a previously arrived data element δsk in Wsk.
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3.4.8

Join operator (⋈)

Join of a data element δsi with a sequential window Wsk over attributes x is the selection of
all composite data elements containing all combinations of δsi with all data elements in Wsk
having the same attribute values x. Join operation is commutative.
A sample operation αjoin(δsi ,Wsk) which is can be instantiated from template τ as follows:
α1:

forall dk in Wsk
Iteration is performed over all existing data elements in Wsk.

α2:

if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
Check if a projection of δsi over attributes x equals to a projection of a data element
dk in Wsk over attributes x.

α3:

actions include any selections and projections on both data elements δsi and dk.

α4 :

ρp(δsi) = {join(δsi, dk) → Soutp}.
Join results are injected into an output stream Soutp. A join result of a positive δsi
with data elements d1,…,dm in Wsk will be a selection of pairs of data elements from
d1,…,dm and δsi over a projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) as sets of composite data
elements {{δsi, dl}, ... , {δsi, dn}}, where l≥1 and n≤m, with the same identifier
values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and the same attribute values as in the projection of
πx(δsi) and a positive flag value.
A join result of a negative δsi with data elements d1,…,dm in Wsk will be a selection
of pairs of data elements from d1,…,dm and δsi over a projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk)
as sets of composite data elements {{δsi, dl}, ... , {δsi, dn}}, where l≥1 and n≤m,
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with the same identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and the same attribute values
as in the projection of πx(δsi) and a negative flag value.
Sample pseudo code is as follows:
αjoin:
if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
join(δsi, dk) → Soutp
end if
endforall
else
forall dk in Wsk
if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
join(δsi, dk)(-) → Soutp
end if
endforall
end if
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3.4.9

Left semi-join operator (⋉)

A left semi-join αlefts_join(δsi, Wsk) which is a semi-join of data element δsi with a sequential
window Wsk from another stream over the attributes x.
A sample operation αlefts_join(δsi ,Wsk) is instantiated from template τ as follows:
α1:

forall dk in Wsk
Iteration is performed over all existing data elements in Wsk.

α2:

if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
Check if a projection of δsi over attributes x equals to a projection of a data element
dk in Wsk over attributes x.

α3:

actions include any selections and projections on both data elements δsi and dk.

α4 :

ρp(δsi) = { join(δsi, dk) → Soutp}.
Semi-join results are injected into an output stream Soutp. A left semi-join result of a
positive δsi with data elements d1,…,dm in Wsk will be a selection of pairs of data
elements from d1,…,dm and δsi over a projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) as sets of
composite data elements {{δsi, dl}, ... , {δsi, dn}}, where l≥1 and n≤m, with the same
identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and the same attribute values as in the
projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) and a positive flag value.
Result of a left semi-join operation of a negative data element δsi(-) with data
elements d1,…,dm in Wsk will produce a selection of pairs of data elements from
d1,…,dm and δsi as composite data elements {{δsi, dl}(-), ... , {δsi, dn}(-)}, where l≥1
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and n≤m, with same identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and the same attribute
values as in the projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) and a negative flag value.
Sample pseudo code is as follows:
α lefts_join:
if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
join(δsi, dk) → Soutp
end if
endforall
else
forall dk in Wsk
if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
join(δsi, dk)(-) → Soutp
end if
endforall
end if
3.4.10 Right semi-join operator (⋊)
A right semi-join αrights_join(Wsi, δsk) which is a semi-join of data element in sequential
window Wsi with a data element δsk from another stream over the attributes x.
A sample operation αrights_join(Wsi, δsk) is instantiated from template τ.
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Derivations for right semi-join are as follows:
α1:

forall di in Wsi
Iteration is performed over all existing data elements in Wsk.

α2:

if πx(di) = πx(δsk) then
Check if projection of attributes x in δsk is equal to the projection of attributes of
data element di from Wsi.

α3 :

actions include any selections and projections on both data elements δsi and dk.

α4 :

ρp(δsk) = {join(di, δsk) → Soutp}.
Semi-join results are injected into an output stream Soutp. A right semi-join result of
a positive δsk with data elements d1,…,dm in Wsi will be a selection of pairs of data
elements from d1,…,dm and δsk over a projection of πx(δsk) and πx(di) as sets of
composite data elements {{dl, δsi}, ... , {δsi, dn}}, where l≥1 and n≤m, with the
same identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and the same attribute values as in the
projection of πx(δsk) and πx(di) and a positive flag value.
Result of a right semi-join operation of a negative data element δsk(-) with data
elements d1,…,dm from in Wsi will produce a selection of pairs of data elements
from d1,…,dm and δsk as composite data elements {{dl, δsi}(-), ... , { dn, δsi}(-)}, where
l≥1 and n≤m, with same identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi the same attribute
values as in the projection of πx(δsk) and πx(di) and a negative flag value.
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Sample pseudo code is as follows:
αrights_join:
if positive(δsk) then
forall di in Wsi
if πx(di) = πx(δsk) then
join(di, δsk) → Soutp
end if
endforall
else
forall di in Wsi
if πx(di) = πx(δsk) then
join(di, δsk)(-) → Soutp
end if
endforall
end if
Left and right semi-join operations are associative and commutative.
3.4.11 Split operator (∠)
The splitting of a data element δsi from sequential window Wsi is based on a condition φk
that is imposed on δsi and the results are then injected to stream k, where (k = 1..m).
αsplitsi: φk (δsi) → Soutk
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A split operation αsplitsi is derived from template τ as follows:
α1:

Void.
This is a single input stream operation with no other streams to perform iterations.

α2:

if φk(δsi) then
There can be up to m conditions imposed on δsi.

α3:

Void.

α4:

ρp(δsi) = {δsi → Soutk}
Data element δsi is injected to stream Soutk based on the outcome of condition in α2.
Result of a split operation on a positive data element δsi will have the same
identifier and attribute values as δsi and a positive flag value.
A split result from a negative δsi will have the same identifier and attribute values as
for δsi and a negative flag value.

Pseudo code is as follows:
αspliti:

if positive(δsi) then
if φk(δsi) then

δsi → Soutk
end if
else
if φk(δsi) then

δsi(-) → Soutk
end if
end if
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One example of a split operation is the hash operation on a stream. Tuples in a stream are
sent to N different buckets according to a hashing criterion. In traditional relational
operations a table containing purchase orders with different purchase prices can be hashed
into smaller tables each containing purchase orders with a sub range of the purchase prices
in the former table. Instead, a split operator is used to select individual data elements in a
stream and send them to an appropriate output stream using a split criterion based on the
purchase price of a data element.
3.4.12 Zip operator (zip)
Zipping of a data element δsi with a sequential window Wsi among several other sequential
windows is the selection of the latest element δsi from Wsi and injecting it to an output
stream Soutp.
αzipi: {latest δsi → Soutp}
A zip operation αzipi (δsi, Wsi) can be derived from template τ as follows:
α1 :

forall δsi in (Ws1 × Ws2 × … × Wsi ×… × Wsm)

α2:

If δsi is the latest element in window Wsi.

α3:

Void.

α4:

ρp(δsi) = {δsi → Soutp}.
Latest tuple is injected to a single output stream Soutp. Result of a Zip operation on a
positive data element δsi will have the same identifier value, attribute values and
flag value as δsi.
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A zip result from a negative δsi will have the same identifier value, attribute values
as for δsi and a negative flag.
A sample pseudo code shown for every window is as follows:
αzipi: if positive(δsi) then
forall δsi in (Ws1 × Ws2 × …× Wsi × …× Wsm)
if latest (δsi) then
{δsi → Soutp}
end if
end forall
else
forall dk in (Ws1 × Ws2 × …× Wsi × …× Wsm)
if δsi = dk then
{δsi(-) → Soutp}
endif
end forall
end if
A Zip operator can be used to append data elements from several different streams. For
example, Internet packets arriving from several streams could be packed together to form
an image. If δsi is the latest image element in a window Wsi from stream si, then it is
retrieved and injected to a single output stream. An operator receiving the image pixels then
concatenates them into a single image file.
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3.4.13 Maximum operator (Max)
Figure 3.2 depicts an implementation of maximum(s). A temporary repository, Max, holds
the maximum value of data elements in Wsi. Initially, when Wsi is empty the value of Max is
zero. A first positive data element from the stream is recorded into Wsi and also written into
Max. The value of the consecutive positive data element ds+ is compared with the value in
Max. If the ds+ value is higher, then it replaces the data element in Max, otherwise if the
value of a removed data element, ds-, is the same as value in Max, then the next maximum
data element is selected from Wsi and saved into Max. Data element Max is sent to Sout.
A negative data element, ds-, removes a data element with the same value from Wsi. If dshas the same value as Max then another positive data element with the next highest value is
selected from Wsi and recorded into Max. A pair (Max, ds-) is sent to Sout.
A unary operation MAX on a data element δsi with a sequential window Wsi is used to select
a data element δsimax with the highest value from δsi and data elements in Wsi. Initially we
assign δsi to δsimax.

(ds+, ds-)

Sout

Maximum

Wsi

Max

Figure 3.2: Implementation of a maximum operator.
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α1:

forall dk in Wsk
Iteration is performed over all existing data elements in Wsk.

α2:

if δsi < dk then
Check if a δsi has lower value than value of all data elements dk in Wsk.

α3:

Void, no actions specified.

α4:

Assign highest value of all data element in Wsk to δsi.

ρp(δsi) → Soutp.
A data element δsi obtains the highest value from all data elements in Wsk and is injected to
output stream Soutp.
A pseudo code for this operation is as follows:
αmax:

if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
if δsi < dk then

δsi = dk
end if
end forall

δsi→ Soutk
else

// assume δsimax value is initialized to the first data element in Wsk.

forall dk in Wsk
if δsimax < dk then

δsimax = dk
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end if
end forall

δsimax → Soutk
δsi(-) → Soutk
end if
3.4.14 Average operator (Avg) – linear average
Figure 3.3 depicts an implementation of average(s). We only consider linear averages and
not weighted averages for this operation. A temporary repository, Avg, holds the average
value of data elements in window Wsi. Initially, when Wsi is empty the value of Avg is zero.
A first data element from the stream is recorded in Wsi and also written into Avg.
Consecutive positive data element ds+ when recorded in window Wsi is then operated with
the data element in Avg and a new average value is inserted into Avg. The latter average
value is sent to Sout. When the window size limit is reached, a new average is calculated as
Avg2..n+1 = Avg1..n + (-ds- + ds+) / n, where Avg2..n+1 is the next average value calculated from

(ds+, ds-)

Sout

Average

Avg

Wsi

Figure 3.3: Implementation of a linear average operator.
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a previous average, Avg1..n, n is the size of the window and ds- is the first element removed
from the window.
A negative data element, ds-, removes a data element with the same value, ds+, from Wsi and
is operated with the contents of Avg and the result is stored back into Avg. A pair (Avg, ds-)
is sent to Sout. The new average is calculated as, Avg2..n = Avg1..n + (ds-) / n. A pair (Avg, ds-)
is sent to Sout.
The syntax for above operations is as follows:
A unary average of a data element δsi with sequential window Wsi selects the average value
of all data elements in Wsi and δsi.
α1 :

Void.

α2 :

Void.

α3 :

Void.

α4:

ρp(average(δsi, Avg)) → Soutp.

An average data element average(δsi, Avg) is injected into output stream Soutp.
Pseudo code for average operation is as follows:
Assume a temporary data element, δsiavg, with an initial value set to zero. A removed data
element from Wsi is -δsj.
αsiavg: if positive(δsi) then

δsiavg = δsiavg + (-δsi(-) + δsi(+))/size(Wsi)
δsiavg → Soutk
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else

δsiavg = δsiavg - (δsi(-))/size(Wsi)
δ siavg → Soutk
δsi(-) → Soutk
end if
3.4.15 Selection + projection + join operator
This operation involves a selection of a data element δsi from a stream based on a Boolean
condition p followed by a projection of δsi, π(δsi), over a subset of attributes, c1 … cn,
followed by a join operation of π(δsi) over attribute values x with a sequential window Wsk.
α1 :

forall dk in Wsk
Iteration is performed over all existing data elements in Wsk.

α2:

if φp(δsi) then
if πx(δsi) = πx(dk) then
Perform a selection and projection of δsi with a data element in Wsk.

α3 :

actions.

α4:

ρp(δsi) = {join(πx(σp(δsi)), dk) → Soutp}.
Outcome of this operation is the joining of πx(σp(δsi)) with all the elements in Wsk.
Resulting data elements are injected to an output stream Soutp. A result of the
operation of a positive δsi with d1,…,dm in Wsk will be a selection of pairs of data
elements from d1,…,dm and δsi over a projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) as sets of
composite data elements {{δsi, dl}, ... , {δsi, dn}}, where l≥1 and n≤m, with the same
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identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi and the same attribute values as in the
projection of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) and a positive flag value.
Result of a join operation of a negative data element δsi(-) with data elements
d1,…,dm will produce a selection of pairs of data elements from d1,…,dm and δsi as
composite data elements {{δsi, dl}(-), ... , {δsi, dn}(-)}, where l≥1 and n≤m, with same
identifier values as in d1,…,dm and δsi the same attribute values as in the projection
of πx(δsi) and πx(dk) and a negative flag value.
Following pseudo code describes the composite operation on a positive data element.
αjoin:
if positive(δsi) then
forall dk in Wsk
if πx(σp(δsi)) = πx(dk) then
join(δsi, dk) → Soutp
end if
endforall
else
forall dk in Wsk
if πx(σp(δsi)) = πx(dk) then
join(δsi, dk)(-) → Soutp
end if
endforall
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3.5

A system with several elementary operators

The operations defined so far use as arguments a data item and sequential windows on data
streams. To implement the real world applications we need operations whose arguments are
data streams. This section shows how such operations can be constructed from the
elementary operations. We start from a basic building block called a tandem1. More
complex data stream applications can be constructed from several tandems connected
together.
A tandem is constructed consists of two elementary operators. An operator in a tandem is
instantiated from the basic template τ and is designated the symbol αx where suffix x
represents a single stream x connected to the input of αx. Stream X is processed by αx one
data element at a time. Similarly, a second operator in the tandem in designated a symbol
αy which processes stream Y one data element at a time.
Structure of a tandem can be described as follows; stream X connects to a recorder Rx
which records a data element to a sequential window WSx. Similarly, stream Y connects to
a recorder Ry which records a data element to a sequential window WSy. Stream Y also
connects to the input of the operator αy. Output of operator αx connects to an injector Ix and
the output of operator αy connects to an injector Iy. Outputs from both injectors are
connected together to output stream Soutxy. This is shown in Figure 3.4.
A sequence of operations performed on a data element δx picked from a data stream is
described as follows: When a new data element δx arrives from stream X, Rx records it in a
1

The name tandem comes from a tandem bicycle. A tandem allows two cyclists of differing strength and
ability to ride together, pleasurably. The faster rider doesn't need to wait for the slower one; the slower rider
doesn't need to struggle to try to keep up with the faster rider.
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sequential window WSx. Rx also removes a last data element δr from WSx by recording a
negative data element δr(-) with the same identifier value and attribute values as δr. Data
elements {δx, δr(-)} are then presented to the input of operator αx. Recorder Ry processes a
new data element δy from stream Y in the same way. It records δy into WSy and removes a
last data element δs from WSy. Data elements {δy, δs(-)} are then presented to the input of
operator αy.
Operator αx then performs the following operations. δx is operated with the data elements in
WSy and the results of αx are injected into output stream Soutxy by Ix. Operation of an
injector is the same as an append operation where each data element is appended to an
output stream. Similarly, whenever a new data element δy arrives on the input to αy from
stream Y it is operated with the data elements in WSx and the results are injected into the
same stream Soutxy by Iy. Stream identifiers of δx or δy identify a result produced on output
stream Soutxy. Sequence numbers of δx or δy may also be used to identify a result injected
into Soutxy. In this model both operators work independently on data elements of their
corresponding streams and inject their results independently into output stream Soutxy.
A schema for a two-stream tandem for stream X and stream Y is shown in Figure 3.4(a).
Recorders Rx and Ry are shown as filled circles the recorder operations are marked with the
notation ‘1’. Presenting a new data element to an elementary operator is marked as ‘2’.
Reading the contents of a sequential window is shown as double lines and marked as ‘3’.
Injector operations are shown as double lines and marked as ‘4’.
An equivalent block schema for a tandem is shown in Figure 3.4(b). Input streams are
shown as X and Y, respectively. Sequential windows WSx and WSy are shown together.
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Stream X Rx
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Injector Ix

αx
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Streams X, Y
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Soutxy*
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1
Stream Y

αxy

Soutxy*

2

4

αY

Injector Iy

Ry

WSx WSy

3
WSX

(a) Schema for a tandem with two
operators αx and αy.

(b) A block schema for a
tandem αxy.

Figure 3.4: Logical schema for a Tandem.
A tandem is designated a symbol αxy where x and y stand for input streams x and y,
respectively. The order of results injected into Soutxy by an operator may be changed without
affecting the final outcome. Ordering of data elements in stream operations is determined
by a time stamp on each data element and will be discussed in later sections.
We can now construct a three-stream operation using two tandems as follows: Streams X
and stream Y are connected to the inputs of tandem αxy. Set results from tandem αxy are
streamed to the first input of a tandem αxyz. A third stream Z is connected to the second
input of αxyz. Results of αxyz are then streamed to an output stream Soutxyz and so on. Both
tandems operate independently on the three streams, as shown in Figure 3.5.
We now discuss how data elements are streamed from one tandem to the next. Generally,
result from a single operation on a data element from a stream in a tandem may contain a
group of more than one data element. Data elements in this group are then consumed oneby-one by tandem αxyz and results are injected to Soutxyz. Whenever a last data element δx or
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δy is removed from a sequential window WSx or WSy the data elements contributed by δx(-)
or δy(-), respectively, are also removed from the set results on the output of a tandem. Size
of the set results can thus vary in time since the number of new data elements recorded may
be different from those that are removed from it.
A new atomic data element from stream Z on the second input of αxyz is operated with all
previous set results from αxy and the results are also injected to Soutxyz. Temporary
containers WXY and WXYZ store the set results from tandems αxy and αxyz, respectively.
This completes a model for the transferring of data streams between two tandems.
A model of two tandems can now be extended to operations on more than three streams
connected together in a cascade. A general system of c tandems can be constructed where
an output from one tandem connects to the input of another tandem and a new stream
connects to the second input of the latter tandem. A system of c cascading tandems may be
constructed with M input streams and N output streams.

Stream X
Stream Y

αxy

Soutxy

WXY

αxyz

Soutxyz

Stream Z

WSxWSyWSz
Figure 3.5: Schema for two tandems.
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WXYZ

Figure 3.6 illustrates a general multi stream system of Z-1 cascading tandems with Z input
streams. All sequential windows are shown as WSA…WSZ. Streamed outputs data are shown
as double lines. Temporary containers WAB, WABC, … , WA..Z store the set results from each
tandem.
In a cascading system of tandems performing the same operations it would be expected that
lesser volume data elements are produced from a first tandem relative to the succeeding
tandems. As a consequence there is an accumulatively intensifying tandem operation from
the first tandem to the next. It would then seem reasonable to connect a stream with a
smaller flow of data elements to the first tandem, followed by other streams containing a
larger flow of data elements to the succeeding tandems. We may however change the order
of the tandems to best suit the changing arrival flows of streams. For example, faster
streams I and J may replace slower streams K and L on the last tandem. This is an
optimization issue that will be pursued in future research.

A
B

SoutAB

αAB

C

WAB

αABC

SoutABC

WABC

αA..Z

Z
WSA,…,WSZ
A..Z

Figure 3.6: Multi Stream operations.
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WA..Z

SoutA..Z

3.6

Synchronization

This section presents issues related to the synchronization of elementary operations in a
cascade of tandems. We consider two cases to synchronize a system with several cascading
tandems. Section 3.6.1 describes the synchronization of the first tandem in the system.
Section 3.6.2 describes the synchronization of a succeeding tandem.
3.6.1

Synchronization method for a tandem

If we allow data elements arrive from different streams in any order then there may be
occasions when the delays in the arrival of data elements on the input of a tandem produce
erroneous results. The following scenario sheds some light on this problem.
Consider a tandem with inputs A and B. At any instance in time two data elements δa and
δb arrive from streams A and B and are recorded in sequential windows WSA and WSB at
more or less the same instance of time, respectively. The elementary operators αa and αb
start processing δa and δb. At this moment in time, WSA would contain data elements
(WSA+δa) and WSB would contain data elements (WSB+δb). Since both elementary operators
αa and αb in a tandem operate independently, the immediate tendency is for αa to operate
data element δa with (WSB+δb) and αb to operate data element δb with (WSA+δa).
Consequently, SoutAB would receive two duplicated instances of composite data elements
αa(δaδb) and αb(δbδa) as incorrect results. A correct result is obtained when αa operates on
WSB that would exclude δb, followed by αb operating on WSA that would include δa. This
would result in only one copy of composite data element αa(δaδb).
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This problem can be explained by treating all the execution steps in the processing of a
single data element in a stream as a transaction and by applying the traditional correctness
criteria to the execution of several transactions. A transactional view of data stream
processing is as follows: the transaction starts immediately after a data element is collected
from a stream and ends when the results of processing of the data element are recorded in a
temporary container.
αAB
Transaction TA
αA

αAB
Transaction TB
αB

Write (WSA, δa)

Transaction TA
αA

Transaction TB
αB

Write (WSA, δa)
Write (WSB, δb)

Read (WSB)
X←αA (δa, WSB)

Read (WSB)

Write (SoutAB, X)

X← αA (δa, WSB)
Write (WSB, δb)

Read (WSA)

Read (WSA)

Y← αB (δb, WSA)

Y← αB (δb, WSA)

Write (SoutAB, Y)

Write (SoutAB, Y)

Write (SoutAB, X)

Schedule (a) is Serial.

Schedule (b) is Not Serial.

Figure 3.7: Two different Schedules for tandem αAB.
Schedules in Figure 3.7(a) and (b) demonstrates the operations in the execution of a
transaction in a chronological order of execution for elementary operators αA and αB in a
tandem (designated as tandem αAB). The columns in each schedule show transactions TA
and TB performed by the elementary operators αA and αB, respectively. Rows in each
schedule show the instructions that are executed in the transaction. Schedule (a) is a serial
schedule since transaction TA completes before transaction TB. Schedule (b) is not serial
because transactions do not interleave their operations. Moreover schedule (b) is not
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serializable because of a possible conflict in the executions of instructions Write (WSA, δa)
and Write (WSB, δb) followed by Read (WSB) and Read (WSA). A second conflict can also
arise from the injector operation in the execution of Write(SoutAB, Y) and Write(SoutAB, X)
instructions, shaded in gray. If schedule (b) is to be conflict equivalent to schedule (a) then
the order of any two conflicting operations must be the same in both schedules. To prove
that schedules are conflict serializable we must prove that they are also conflict equivalent.
A serialization graph for the schedules shown in Figure 3.8 is not acyclic and demonstrates
that schedule shown in Figure 3.7(b) is not conflict serializable.
This problem can be resolved in the following way. To ensure that tandem schedule is
conflict serializable we use timestamps in the form of sequence numbers on all data
elements from a stream. Each new data element is given a unique sequence number before
it is recorded. A solution in the executions of Write(WSB, δb) followed by Read(WSB) or
Write(WSA, δa) followed by Read(WSA) is reached by imposing the rule that a new data
element is only operated with the data elements in a window that have arrived earlier and
have a smaller sequence number.

Write (WSA, δa) :
Read (WSA)

TA

TB

Write (WSB, δb) :
Read (WSB)

Write (SoutAB, X)

Write (SoutAB, Y)

Figure 3.8 Serialization graph for schedule
(b) in the previous figure for tandem αAB.
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αAB
Transaction TB
αB

Transaction TA
αA
Write (WSA, δa(1))

Write (WSB, δb(2))
Read (WSB)
X←αA (δa(1), WSB)
Read (WSA)
Y←αB (δb(2), WSA)
Write (SoutAB, Y)
Write (SoutAB, X)
Figure 3.9: A Serializable Schedule.

In Figure 3.9, δa arriving in time t1 is written to sequential window WSA with sequence
number of 1. Similarly, tuple δb is arrives in time t2 and written to sequential window WSB
with sequence number of 2. αA processes δa with all data elements in WSB that have smaller
sequence number than 1. This will exclude δb that has a sequence number of 2. αB
processes δb with all data elements in WSA that have smaller sequence number than 2. This
will include δa that has a smaller sequence number of 1. Consequently, sequence numbering
eliminate conflicts arising from the execution of Write(WSB, δb) followed by Read(WSB) or
Write(WSA, δa) followed by Read(WSA) from the serialization graph.
We can also prove that the order of the execution of instructions Write(SoutAB, X) and
Write(SoutAB, Y) can be swapped without any conflict. To do this we apply the set
interpretation of a temporary container that stores the results of Write(SoutAB, X) and
Write(SoutAB, Y) instructions. To prove this, we must consider how the results from a data
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element are stored in a temporary container. Suppose that a result from a data element δa
produces a set result Res(δa) and the result from a data element δb produces a set result
Res(δb). The final result will be the union of the set results as Res(δa) + Res(δb) which can
also be interpreted as Res(δb) + Res(δa); this is true since the order in which set results are
written to a temporary container can be changed without affecting the final answer.
Consequently, the set interpretation of a temporary container can be used to show that the
order of Write(SoutAB, X) and Write(SoutAB, Y) can be changed and the execution would be
conflict serializable. Ability to swap the instructions Write(SoutAB, X) and Write(SoutAB, Y)
eliminates the conflicts arising from the Write(SoutAB, X) and Write(SoutAB, Y). Resulting
serialization graph shown in Figure 3.10 is acyclic.
Write (SoutAB, X)
Write (SoutAB, Y)

TB

TA

Figure 3.10: Final serialization graph of a schedule
for tandem αAB

3.6.2 Synchronization method for a succeeding tandem
We now extend the synchronization method for a first tandem, in section 3.6.1, in a data
stream processing system to a succeeding tandem. The term succeeding tandem refers to
any other tandem that follows the first tandem. A group of results from a single operation
on a data element in a tandem is recorded on the input of a second tandem in a temporary
container tempAB. Assume that g represents a group of data elements from stream A. We
introduce the notation αA([g, WSB]) to represent the evaluation by an operator αA of every
data element in g one element δa at a time over the sequential window WSB.
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Schedule of Figure 3.11 illustrates all transaction operations for a tandem αABC. Temporary
container on the first input of a succeeding tandem is shown as tempAB and a group of
results is shown as g. Operator αAB operates on group g one data element δab at a time over
sequential window WSC until all data elements in g are consumed. Operator αC operates on
a data element δc and data elements in tempAB over some attributes.
Once again the execution of Write ([tempAB, g]) and Read (tempAB) can be considered
conflict serializable by considering the Schedule in Figure 3.9 for a single tandem. We
consider one atomic data element δab selected from group g at a time. This means that the
data elements in the group are piped one data element at a time to the input of a second
tandem. The same argument can be applied to the execution of Write(WSC, δc) and Read
(WSC). The set interpretation of a temporary container can be applied as in the previous
subsection to prove that changing the order of Write(SoutABC, X) and Write(SoutABC, Y) are
conflict serializable.
αABC
Transaction TB
αC

Transaction TA
αAB
Write ([tempAB, g])

Write (WSC, δc)
Read (WSC)
X←αAB ([WSC, g])
Read (tempAB)
Y←αC (δc, tempAB)
Write (SoutABC, Y)
Write (SoutABC, X)
Figure 3.11: Synchronization of Two tandems.
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In maintaining the synchronization for several tandems it can be said that each tandem
performs its own synchronization and provides the grounds for the total synchronization of
the whole system.
3.6.3

Synchronizations issues relating to tandem propagation delay

Depending on the type of operation performed by a tandem a data element may be
processed by several cascading tandems with different propagation delays. There are
occasions when a result from an earlier data element arrives on the first input of a
succeeding tandem when a later data element on the second input of latter tandem has
already been processed. Consequently, results from the earlier data element will not be
operated with the latter data element. This would lead to missing data elements in the final
results. The following scenario throws some light on this problem.
Consider the data elements δa and δb arriving on the input of a tandem αAB and produce a
composite result δab. This result is consumed on the first input of a following tandem, αABC.
It may happen that a data element δc with a higher sequence number than δa and δb arrives
earlier on the second input of αABC. At this point in time, a delayed result δab has not yet
been stored in tempAB. Consequently, operations on δc and tempAB will not see δab having a
smaller time stamp than δc and the output of αABC will not include a result (δab)αABC(δc).
A general solution to this problem is performed by αABC as follows: after δab is recorded,
αABC obtains an exclusive lock on tempAB, immediately, so that δab cannot be operated with
any new data elements arriving from stream C. At this point in time αABC looks in the
temporary container tempABC, on the first input of the next tandem, for a data element with a
higher sequence number δab. This means that a data element with a higher sequence number
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than δab may have already been processed and recorded in tempABC. Since processing of δc
by αABC consumes a small amount of time, αABC must wait for this time interval to elapse
until all results αABC(δc) are recorded in tempABC. At this moment in time if αABC finds a
result αABC(δc) in tempABC with a higher sequence number than δab, it would release the lock
on tempAB and include δc in its next operation; it would operate δab with all elements in WSC
that have a time stamp less than or equal to the highest sequence number in WSC. This
operation would include δc with δab. This solution is attractive, since stream operations are
bound to the same tandem.
Another solution to this problem may be considered by allocating new sequence numbers to
data elements as follows: a new sequence number is assigned to every data element,
including δab, before it is recorded. This means that a delayed data element on the first input
of a succeeding tandem would obtain a higher sequence number relative to an earlier data
element on the second input of the latter tandem. Consequently, the delayed data element
will include the earlier data element in tandem operations and will eliminate any missing
results. This solution relies on the condition that the order of processing streams does not
influence the final result. From our previous discussions, using the set interpretation of a
temporary container data, elements from a tandem may be stored in any order as they
arrival regardless of their sequence numbers and the final result would be correct i.e.
{αABC(δab), αABC(δc)} would be the same as {αABC(δc), αABC(δab)}. A formal proof for this
case is presented in Appendix A.
Whenever results of a tandem acquire new sequence numbers, a copy of the old sequence
number is recorded in a global repository. Global repository is used to determine if a final
result from a tandem is valid and will be discussed in more detail in section 3.6.4. A
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composite data element would obtain the highest sequence number from the atomic data
elements it constitutes.
The only restriction for latter solution is a zip tandem, where the order of the input data
elements influences the final result. In a zip tandem we select the latest data element from a
sequential window that is passed to its output stream. A second Zip tandem further down
the cascade of tandems must wait for this latest result before it can produce its own results.
In a zip tandem the first solution is more appropriate.
3.6.4

Validation of the final result in tandem operations

There is a moment in time when the results from a tandem can be regarded as being valid.
Since data streams arrive in any order and with different propagation delays, there must be
a mechanism to detect when all the data element results from an operation have been
recorded and that there would be no missing data elements in the final result. Generally, a
final result is considered complete when every data element in the sequential windows in a
system of tandems has been processed and recorded in a last temporary container.
One would expect that if there were no missing sequence numbers in the result set of the
final temporary container then this result would be a valid result. However, the following
example shows that such as observation may not be correct.
Consider a difference tandem that processes streams A and B. Stream A contains a
sequence of data elements <5,1>, <4,2> and stream B contains a sequence of data elements
<2,3>, <5,4>; where a data element here is represented as <value, sequence number>. If
data elements <5,1>, <4,2> from stream A are processed first, then output would contain
data elements <5,1>, <4,2>. When data element <2,3> from stream B is processed, output
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would contain data elements <5,1>, <4,2>. The next data element <5,4> will produce the
result set <4,2>. At this moment in time the result set does not contain the last sequence
number for the data element <5,4> even though the operation had completed.
This problem is solved by noting the sequence numbers of all processed elements in the
global repository. The presence of sequence numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the global repository
would indicate a valid final result in a final temporary container.
Generally, if there are sequences of N data elements in several sequential windows in a
system with several tandems, then the global repository would contain all of N sequence
numbers for a complete result.
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Summary:
This chapter presented a new method for processing infinite data streams. It discussed
structure of a data element in a stream and operations performed on infinite data streams. A
description of a template for one or more elementary operators was also presented. The
template was used to explain the operations of several different elementary operators. A
model of a tandem was presented to process two data streams using two independently
operating elementary operators. This model was then extended to system of several
cascading tandems for processing several data streams. Finally, a solution was outlined for
the synchronization of tandem operations.
We also believe that such a system could be optimized for better performance by changing
the order of streams for each tandem in the system. For example, in a system with several
cascading tandems performing a join operation the first tandem would process less data
elements than the succeeding tandems. As a result the density of results produced by
tandems would increase in a cumulative way toward the last tandem. Consequently, to
share the load distribution among tandems a stream arriving with a few data elements per
second would be allocated to the first tandem and streams arriving with larger data
elements per second to the succeeding tandems in the increasing order of data density. The
processing pattern of streams could also change if every tandem in the system performs a
different operation for different density of streams. Optimization of a system with several
cascading tandems is left for future research.
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Chapter 4
Physical Model
This section presents a transformation of a logical model described in the pervious section
into a physical model. The first section describes the structure of a data element in a stream.
Section 4.2 describes the physical structure of sequential windows. Section 4.3 discusses
data containers used for the system. In section 4.4 the logical model of a tandem is
extended to a physical model. We then discuss the structure of a table that we call a Joint
Index table (JIT). A description of the operations on several streams and a method to
synchronize tandems is presented in the next section. Section 4.6 provides a summary table
for the translation of logical model to the physical model. This chapter concludes with a
brief summary.

4.1

Stream data structure

This section discusses the physical structure of a data element that is best suited for
operations performed by a tandem.
A new data element from a stream is assigned a unique identifier of integer type. An
identifier is considered as a pointer to a data element in a stream.
The body of a data element is composed of several attributes of different types; e.g.
order_value, salary, SSN, a record of information, etc.
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A flag is of an integer type. It has values of 1 or -1 to determine positive and negative data
elements, respectively.
The sequence number is a positive integer. It is stored in a global repository with an initial
value of one. It is incremented for every new data element from any stream.
A group is a block of data elements produced by a tandem. A block may consist of several
atomic or composite data elements.
Structure of a data element resulting from operations performed by different tandems can
be different. In a cross product tandem, a composite result from a first tandem will include
the data element identifiers and all the attribute values of data elements from two input
streams. In a succeeding tandem, a composite data element result from a cross product
operation contains all data element identifiers and attribute values of a composite data
element from a previous tandem and the stream identifier value and the attribute values of a
new data element from the new stream.
In a join tandem, a composite result from a first tandem will include the data element
identifiers and a projection of the attribute values of data elements from two input streams.
In a succeeding tandem, a composite data element result from a join operation contains all
data element identifiers and a projection of attribute values of a composite data element
from a previous tandem and stream identifier value and a projection of attribute values of a
data element from a new stream.
The same arguments as for a join tandem also apply to a data element from left semi join
tandem and a data element from a right semi join tandem.
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In a union tandem, a data element from a first tandem will have identifier values and
attribute values from both streams. In a succeeding tandem, a data element resulting from
the union operation has the same number of data element identifiers and the same number
of attribute values as a data element on any of its input.
The same arguments as for a union tandem also apply to a left difference tandem and a
right difference tandem.
In a split tandem a data element result has the same structure as an input data element.
In a zip tandem a data element result has the same structure as the structure of all zipped
input data element concatenated together as a composite data element.
At the end of stream operations the sequence numbers and flags are stripped off from the
data elements in the result that are then presented to the next process. From this point on we
may also relate to an atomic data element as a tuple.

4.2

Physical structure of sequential windows

This section describes the physical structure of sequential windows over data streams. In
Figure 4.1, tandem αXY operates on two sequential windows WSX and WSY with sizes L1

L1
X

WSX

Y

WSY

αXY

To next
tandem

L2
Figure 4.1: Sequential windows in a first tandem.
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and L2 over two input streams X and Y, respectively. Initially, both sequential windows
will be empty. When a sequential window reaches a size L1 or L2, a FILO algorithm
removes a last data element (also referred to as an expired data element) from the
sequential window and appends a new data element from the stream. Sequential windows
contain only atomic data elements and are normally made to be of the same size.
In a succeeding tandem the first sequential window WSX is replaced with a temporary
container. Any number of data elements may be inserted into different locations into a
temporary container and in any sequence order while any number of data elements may
also be removed from different locations and in any sequence order.
Sequential windows are designated symbols such as WSX or WSY where X and Y are stream
identifiers. Size of a sequential window and memory restrictions may in many instances
prohibit the entire window to stay in memory.
DBMS is assumed responsible for the maintenance of all sequential windows and
temporary containers. System performance with sequential windows of different sizes is
described in Chapter 6.

4.3

Data containers and data storage

Sequential windows and temporary containers are implemented as persistent data
containers. They are indexed on one or several attributes to improve performance.
In Figure 4.2, tandem α12 consists of elementary operators α1 and α2. Stream one is
recorded in a sequential window WS1 in container one and stream two is recorded in
sequential window WS2 in container two. Elementary operator α1 operates on data elements
from stream one and window WS2 and then injects its results into a temporary container
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WR12. Similarly, elementary operator α2 operates on data elements from stream two and
window WS1 and then injects its results into the same temporary container WR12. There
may be several other windows, WS3 to WS5, in the same data containers that are also used
by other tandems.
Generally, temporary container WR12 resides on the first input of a succeeding tandem.
Data elements in a sequential window of a join tandem or a union tandem have the same
identifier values as data elements in the temporary container WR12. The latter is true since a
tandem that processes data elements from its own sequential window also records an
instance of the data element in the temporary container WR12. This is not however the case
with a difference tandem.
A tandem may operate a new data element with the data elements in a succeeding
temporary container instead of data elements in its own sequential window. The reason is to
improve system performance. For example, in a union tandem, size of a temporary
container may be smaller than the size of a sequential window. Thus, it is faster to operate a
new data element with the temporary container. In a join tandem, however, a group of data
elements in a temporary container having the same attribute values may grow to several
orders of magnitude to the size of a sequential window on the previous tandem. It is
therefore faster to join a new data element with the data elements in the latter sequential
window. The choice of how to perform this operation is best decided using a suitable
optimizer within each tandem and is left to future research.
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A suitable choice of a DBMS can also determine what optimization is employed. Most
DBMSs perform a mix of different query execution plans to improve the execution time of
a query. As a result, a repeated execution of a query will be faster than a first execution of
the same query. After several executions of the query no significant time differences in
successive execution would be observed. Consequently, a system performs better after a
few “warm up” runs of the same query and a suitable execution plan. System optimization
is also left for future research.

4.4

Translating the logical model of a tandem into a physical model

The logical model of a tandem that was presented in Chapter 3 can now be translated into a
physical model. This translation involves the replacement of the temporary container on the
output of a tandem, WR12, with a table that we call a Joint Index Table (JIT). JIT stores the
temporary results from a tandem that are then consumed by a next tandem. JIT is an

Stream
One

Tandem
α12

α1

WS4
Data
container
One

Stream
Two
Result 1

α2

Result 2

WS2

WS3
WS1

Temporary
data
container
WR12

Data
container
Two

WS5

Figure 4.2: Data containers used by a first tandem.
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To
α123

intermediate table of results between the latter two tandems.
A new data element arriving on the second input of a succeeding tandem is operated with
the contents of JIT on the first input of the same tandem and the results are injected into JIT
of the next tandem. Final results in the last tandem are then stored in a last JIT.
Physical Model of a tandem is shown in Figure 4.3. Tandem αAB uses the existing data in
JITAB and populates it with the results from a new data element arriving from stream A or
stream B, shown as double arrows. αABC operates on the latter results with sequential
window WSC and the new results are injected into JITABC. αABC also operates an atomic
data element δc from stream C with contents of JITAB and the results are also injected into
JITABC, and so on.

4.4.1 Joint Index Table (JIT)
A row in JIT comprises of attributes of data elements a1,…,am and data element identifiers
S1,... ,Sn that identify data elements in different streams. This is shown in Figure 4.4. JIT is

Tandem αAB
Stream A

Injector

Tandem αABC

αAB

Stream B
αABC
JITAB
WSA …WSB

Stream C
WSC

Figure 4.3: Schematic for Physical Model of a tandem.
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To JITABC
and
tandem
αABCD

indexed on attributes a1,…,am.
Attributes
a1

…

Data element identifiers
am

S1

…

Sn

Figure 4.4: Structure of a JIT.
Since JIT is a relational table, the relational integrity and rules apply. However we do not
apply primary keys and foreign keys on JIT or sliding windows. Integrity checks are only
performed on indexes applied to attributes a1,…,am. JIT is constructed differently for
different tandems as follows.
In a union tandem, a row in JIT would have the same structure as the structure of a data
element on the first input or the second input of a union tandem. Attribute values over
which a union is performed are stored in JIT. JIT is indexed on the stored attributes.
In a difference tandem, a row in JIT would have the same number of columns of attribute
values and the same number of columns of identifiers as an input data element. Attribute
values over which a difference operation is performed are stored in JIT. JIT is indexed on
the stored attributes.
In a cross product tandem, a row in JIT would contain a collection of all the attributes of a
data element on the first input and all the attributes of a data element on the second input of
the tandem. Additionally, it will contain one or more columns for data element identifiers
of a data element on the first input and one data element identifier column for an atomic
data element on the second input. JIT is also indexed on the stored attributes.
In a join tandem, a row in JIT would contain a projection of data element attributes on the
first input and a projection of data element attributes on the second input over which a join
operation is performed. Remaining attributes that are not stored in JIT remain in sequential
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windows in persistent data containers. In addition, there would be one or more data element
identifier columns from a data element on the first input and one stream identifier column
from an atomic data element on the second input.
A left semi-join or a right semi-join tandem is implemented as a join tandem.
A row in a JIT for a split tandem has the same structure as an input data element.
A row in a JIT for a zip tandem has the same structure as a composite data element for all
zipped input data elements.
Each tandem would have one pre-constructed JIT. An example of a JIT is shown in
Figure 4.5. A data element in each stream contains a purchase order number; order No, an
order value and other details pertaining to a purchase order. JITAB stores results of a join
operation on streams A and B performed by tandem αAB over the attribute order value.
Orders arrive with different order values and unique order numbers. First column in JITAB
stores the order value as a join attribute and the next two columns store the order numbers
for streams A and B, respectively. JITAB is indexed on the order value attribute.
We now use this example to show how JITAB is populated by the join tandem αAB. In a
traditional join operation, a single table that joins with an empty static table over some
attributes will produce no results.
Initially, JITAB would be empty. Consider a new data element with order value of 27, order
number 339788 and sequence number of 1 arrives from stream A and is recorded in
sequential window A, WSA. Since there are no rows in sequential window B, WSB, with an
order value of 27 to join with this new data element from WSA nothing is done. Similarly, a
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new data element from stream B with order value of 28, sequence number 2 and an order
number 442879 would not be joined with any data elements in the WSA.
Stream A
Stream B

JITAB (order value)

αAB JIT
Index (order
value)

Order
value
27
27
27
27
29

Order
No. A
339788
339788
339789
339789
340006

Order
No. B
447766
442990
447766
442990
451112

S. N.
3
5
7
7
9

Figure 4.5: JIT example for a two stream Join Operator, αAB.
Later a new data element from stream B with order value of 27, sequence number 3 and
order number 447766 joins with the previous order in WSA, with a sequence number 1, and
populates the first row in JITAB. S.N. column stores the sequence numbers. Another new
data element from stream B with order value 27, sequence number 5 and order number
442990 joins with the first data element in WSA, with sequence number 1, and populate row
2 in JITAB. Another data element from stream A with order value 27, sequence number 7
and order value 339789 joins with data elements in WSB; with sequence numbers 3 and 5,
and populates rows 3 and 4 of JITAB, respectively. This operation is commutative and
repeats for both streams A and B until all data elements in WSA and WSB are consumed. The
last two data elements with an order value of 29 populate row 5 of JITAB. A next tandem
immediately consumes newly formed rows in JITAB.
When a new data element is recorded in a sequential window the last data element is
removed from the window and the corresponding results produced by the removed data
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element are also removed from JIT. In the previous example, a removed order from WSB
with order number 442990 and order value 27 also removes rows 2 and 4 from JITAB.
Similarly, a removed order from WSA with order number 340006 and order value 29 will
also remove the last row from JITAB.
In our DBMS, a query optimizer selects the best execution plan for query. As a result no
query hints were specified for join_hint, query_hint or table_hints. Query optimizer selects
a least expensive plan option from a list of loop join, merge join or hash join operations.
For a union operation query operations were performed by selecting a least expensive
option from merging, hashing or concatenation.

4.4.2 A system with several tandems
A fully operational system can now be extended from the physical model of a single
tandem to several tandems. Consider a tandem αAB with two input streams A and B. Output

Tandem AB
Stream A
Stream B

αAB

JITAB

(ab)

Tandem ABC
αABC
Stream C

JITABC

(abc)

Tandem A..M
SoutA..M
αA..M
Stream M
A..M

(a…m)

WSA…WSM
Figure 4.6: An MxN multi tandem System.
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JITA..M

of αAB is connected to the first input of a second tandem αABC. The second input of αABC
receives data elements from a new stream C. This Model can be repeated for up to M
tandems to process M-1 streams. Sequential windows are maintained in data container
WSA…WSM. JITs are contained in containers JITAB, JITA..M. Stream operations are performed
over the attributes a..m.
Schematic in Figure 4.6 shows an example with M cascading tandems. Attribute values of
results from αAB are stored in columns ab1…abn in JITAB. Data element identifiers of
streams A and stream B are stored in columns A and B, respectively. JITABC stores attribute
values of results in columns abc1…abco. Identifier values of results are stored in columns
AID, BID and CID, respectively. The remaining tandems are connected in a similar way.
JITA..M contains the final results of the operations.
Outcome from M-1 input streams may produce up to N output streams that populate N
columns in the final JIT in addition to the columns storing the attribute values of results.
Such a system of tandems is called an MxN system of tandems. We can also connect
another output from the first tandem to a second series of tandems which will create a
second MxN multi stream system, and so on. Shuffling the order of input streams to
improve system performance is an optimization issue and is left open for future research.

4.5

Streaming data between tandems

Generally, in a cascading system of tandems, new rows in the first JITAB are transferred to
the next tandem with the execution of a program by the first tandem αAB, as follows: as
soon as a new row is inserted into JITAB, the program operates on this row with the window
of the next tandem window WSC and the results are passed to a succeeding JITABC. Another
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program for αABC operates the newly formed rows in JITABC with window WSD and results
are passed to the next tandem, and so on.
At the same time, another program operates on data arriving on the second input of αABC,
from stream C, with the contents of JITAB and the results are passed to JITABC. New results
in JITABC are then processed immediately, as before. Similarly, another program operates
on the data arriving on the second input of the αABCD with JITABC and results are passed to
the next tandem, and so on.
Each consummation of a row by a tandem is within a single transaction. Each transaction
starts when a data element is appended to a window or to a JIT and ends when results are
appended to a JIT. This reduces the size of log file and the roll back time considerably.

4.6

Translation of the logical model to a physical model

Table in Figure 4.7 shows the components of logical model that are represented with their
equivalent physical model. An atomic data element in the logical model translates to a
pointer to a data element in a stream. A data element pointer uniquely identifies the data
element in a stream. A sequential window translates into a table in a persistent data
container. A temporary container on the output of a tandem translates to a Joint Index
Table. A sequential recorder translates to a physical write of identifier value and attribute
values of a new data element from a stream to a sequential window, removal of the last data
element from the window followed by the passing of the new data element and the removed
data element to an operator in a tandem for processing. A set recorder translates to the
writing of a number of data element from a tandem to a JIT and the removal of expired data
elements from JIT; i.e. single or composite data elements that result from the removal of
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data elements from a window belonging to a previous tandem is followed by passing of
new data elements and expired data elements to an operator of the next tandem for
processing. An injector translates to a physical write of data elements to a JIT. This is
summarized in the following table.
Logical Model

Physical Model
A structure consisting of <Integer data element identifier,

A data element
several attributes, Integer flag, Integer sequence number>
Flow of data elements

Flow of pointers to data elements in a sequential window.

Sequential window

A relational table in a data container

Set temporary container

A Joint Index Table (JIT)

Sequential Recorder

Recorder operations on a sequential window

Set Recorder

Recorder operations on a JIT

Injector

Write to a JIT

Figure 4.7: Transformation of Logical Model to Physical Model
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Summary
This chapter provided an overview for the translation of a logical model of a system of
tandems to a physical model of a system of tandems to process several infinite data streams.
It discussed the physical structure of an atomic data element. It also portrayed a structure
for a composite data element resulting from cross product, union, difference and join
operations. A physical structure for sequential windows and temporary containers were also
discussed. A general model and functions of a Joint Index Table was portrayed for a single
tandem and later for a cascading system of tandems. Finally, a table summarizing the
translation of the logical model to the physical model was presented.
The structure of a data element for stream operations is different from a data element in a
structured relational database. The difference is attributed to an additional and unique
identifier, a flag and a sequence number. The body contains the same data type as in a
relational database. A data element in a relational database is first transformed to an atomic
data element for processing by elementary operations.
A sliding window of single data elements is indexed on the stream identifier only. For
example, in a stream of purchase orders, the purchase number is considered as a stream
identifier for this stream since all purchase numbers are unique. A purchase order is
recorded in a window with a unique index on purchaseNo. Integrity checks are performed
on this key.
A repository of composite data elements is indexed on the identifier or both identifier and
value. There are no missing values in a data element from a stream. If a data element
arrives from a sensor, then its identifier value would contain the sensor ID, the data element
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value would refer to the sensor output value, the flag value would be positive and the
sequence number would be unique. A window of sensor values would be cluster indexed on
the sensor ID.
We believe that the sequential sliding window model is perhaps more important since for
most applications one is not interested in gathering statistics over outdated data.
Maintaining statistics like histograms, hash tables, frequency moments, and Lp differences
over sliding windows is critical to most applications. The physical model presented here
depicts a sequential sliding window over infinite streams as a good model to manage stream
operations over fixed sets of data.
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Chapter 5
Implementation using a DBMS
This section presents the implementation techniques and the database tuning strategies to
improve system performance. An overview of the experimental environment and coding
details is portrayed together with methods of synchronization. We implement SQL code for
the elementary operators union, difference and join. Final experimental results are then
presented in chapter 6.

5.1

Implementation procedure

Data streams in our experiments were simulated from random sets of purchase orders
stored in relational tables. To simulate a data stream, rows of data were read continuously
from a table of purchase orders, one row at a time and recorded in a sequential window
before processing. Reading data continuously simulates a maximum rate of data arrival
from a stream, requiring maximum processing power from tandems. A tandem then
processes each data element immediately. Data streams A, B and C were generated in this
way from 3 tables of purchase orders; ordA100k, ordB100k and ordC100k, respectively,
each containing 100,000 orders. These tables were used throughout the experiments to
provide consistent results.
A row from a purchase order table contains a purchase order for an item. Each row includes
a unique order number that is designated as ordID and a randomly generated order price
with a designated symbol of order_value. Metadata for a typical purchase order is as
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follows: order_value INTEGER, ordID INTEGER, ordName CHAR(20), ordDetails
CHAR(30), ordAddress CHAR(50), ordPhNo CHAR(20), SeqNo INTEGER, flag
INTEGER. Another attribute for a balance of an order was later added to a data element for
operations that involved a mix of relational and equality operators. For example, to test if a
purchase order from one stream has a higher balance value than a purchase order from
another stream. This attribute was designated BAL as a FLOAT and will be explained later
in this chapter.
Each order_value was rounded to the nearest dollar value. Since each ordID is unique it
was assumed to be the same as the data element identifier value for an order that is also
unique. It was also assumed that an order from one stream could have the same order
number as another order from another stream. This would be used to test overlaps in
purchase orders from both streams in such operations as a union. In Figure 5.1 both streams
contain orders with unique IDs while order 8 from stream A has the same order value as
order 8 from stream B.

Stream
A
Stream
B

Order Number
(ordID)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Order_Value $

25

34

43

55

65

44

49

25

55

Order Number
(ordID)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Order_Value $

12

43

29

54

66

82

43

25

54

Figure 5.1: Implementation of transaction orders as streams.
An example showing results from a join operation stored in a JIT is shown in Figure 5.2.
First column contains the attribute values for order_value and other columns have data
element identifier values for orders from stream A and stream B, respectively. JIT is
indexed on the order_value.
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order_value

Stream Stream Sequence
A
B
Number

43

3

2

1

43

3

7

2

Figure 5.2: A table showing data element identifier values from stream A and stream B and
a single attribute order_value.
Test durations were measured to within a second accuracy. Database transactions are
enclosed within BEGIN TRANS … END TRANS. They encapsulate points where
referenced data are logically and physically consistent. In our experiments, a test was
repeated when an error was reported. Each transaction lasts until it completes without errors
and COMMIT TRANSACTION is issued to make the modifications a permanent part of the
database.
We also define a concept of similar tuples where two tuples have the same attribute and
identifier values.
The main objective of our experiments is to implement a system with several cascading
tandems and incorporate the methods discussed in previous chapters and finally compare its
performance with the traditional operations that would use relational tables to get the same
results. The latter would provide a better understanding of the feasibility of the new system
and suggest any improvements.
A fair judgment in the latter comparison is normally a very difficult task when taking into
consideration all aspects of a system such as bursty data behavior, different sizes of
relational data, different mix of data types, IO disk operations, etc. However, since all of
our experiments were performed using the same sources of data then any acute differences
could be noticed.
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Normally, many execution plans are generated by the DBMS that are transparent to the user
and are cashed by the server. As a consequence there were inconsistencies in the results
when a test was repeated several times. Consequently, all cached execution plans were
cleared prior to a test. This provided a relatively consistent and fair outcome for each test.
DBMS provides the following instruction to do this.
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE
5.1.1

Fine tuning the system performance and indexes

Proper indexing is a critical factor in the performance of any system. In our DBMS, tables
use one of two methods to organize their data pages:
•

Clustered tables are tables that have a clustered index.
The data rows are stored in the order based on the clustered index key. The index is
implemented as a B-tree index structure that supports fast retrieval of the rows
based on their clustered index key values.

•

Heaps are tables that have no clustered index.
The data rows are not stored in any particular order, and there is no particular order
to the sequence of the data pages. The data pages are not linked in a linked list.

Non-clustered indexes have a B-tree index structure similar to the one in clustered indexes.
The difference is that non-clustered indexes have no effect on the order of the data rows.
Clustered tables and indexed views keep their data rows in order based on the clustered
index key. The collection of data pages for a heap is not affected if non-clustered indexes
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are defined for the table. The data pages remain in a heap unless a clustered index is
defined.
Indexes can be unique, which means no two rows can have the same value for the index
key. Otherwise, the index is not unique and multiple rows can share the same key value.
A choice for an appropriate index can be seen in the following optimization cases. To
enhance system performance there are two phases in stream operations that need attention.
In the first phase, JIT is searched for appropriate rows to be transferred to a next tandem.
JIT may also be searched to decide how to populate it with new results. For example, a
union tandem first searches JIT to satisfy that there are no rows with the same attribute
value as the new tuple to be inserted. Consequently, JIT must be indexed appropriately.
In the second phase, a tandem populates JIT with results from a new tuple. This phase may
be performed differently in a tandem and depends on tandem operations and the size of
sequential windows. If a sequential window is small in size so that it fits in memory then it
may not need to be indexed since indexing uses system resources. Large sequential
windows would be indexed.
For union and join tandem operations size of sequential window is also important. If the
size of sequential window is small compared with JIT then it would be better to operate a
new tuple with a sequential window. Otherwise, a new tuple may be operated with the JIT.
In either way, both operations perform on the same data elements that are either stored in a
sequential window or in JIT. In a difference tandem operations are performed using
sequential windows.
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The choice for an optimized index in JIT varies for the second phase of operations for
different tandems. A union tandem performs best with a unique index on attributes and the
identifier, while a join tandem performs best with a clustered index on the attributes only.
5.1.2

Union operation

A union tandem preserves row structures from both streams in JITAB. A few notes
regarding performance tuning of a stream union operator. To identify a unique tuple there
are two options to consider; for a new data element δa from stream A, we either look in
JITAB or search sequential window WSB for a similar tuple. Similarly, for a new data
element δb from stream B we may either look in JITAB or search sequential window WSA.
This is assuming that all tuples in a stream are unique but not so for two different streams.
In an ideal case, attribute values from both streams would be very widely spread such that
there would be no two similar tuples from any stream. JITAB size would grow to the sum of
the sequential window sizes from both streams. In the worst case, however, all tuples in the
sequential window in one stream would be similar to tuples in the sequential window of the
other stream. If both sequential windows were of the same size then JITAB size would grow
to the same size as a sequential window otherwise it would grow to the size of the largest
window. In either case, searching a cluster of tuples in JITAB may be faster when the size of
the cluster is small compared with the size of a sequential window.
5.1.3 Difference operation
In a left difference operation, a tuple arriving from stream A, is validated against tuples in
sequential window WSB for similarity. If there is a similar tuple then the new tuple is
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disregarded; it is not inject into JIT. The new tuple is then validated for a similar tuple in
JITAB for uniqueness if it is to be injected into JITAB.
In a right difference, a new tuple from stream B is first recorded in WSB. If a similar tuple
exists in WSA then all similar tuples are deleted from JITAB, otherwise nothing is done.
WSA is indexed on the data element attributes only while WSB is indexed on the data
element attributes and data element identifiers for optimal performance.
5.1.4

Join operation

There are two categories of implementation for this tandem; category A and category B. In
category A, a join condition encompasses operations that only use an equality clause (=). In
category B, a join condition may also include range selection relational operators such as
less than (<) or greater than (>).
Category A is implemented as follows: on an arrival of a new tuple there are two cases to
be considered. Firstly, there are no other rows in the JIT that have the same attribute values
as the new tuple. This tuple is assigned a new sequence number and is recorded in a
sequential window WSA and nothing is inserted into JIT. Secondly, a new tuple from
another stream with a higher sequence number joins with tuples in WSA and the results
which populate JIT are assigned a sequence number the same as the new tuple.
In category B, the same criteria is applied as in category A. However, data elements from
both streams are also analyzed for the range selection criteria. For example, purchase orders
from stream A must have higher order balance than purchase orders from stream B. A new
row in JIT obtains the same sequence number as the new tuple.
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5.1.5

Transferring data between two cascading join tandems

In this subsection we demonstrate how data is transferred from one tandem to the next in a
cascading system of several tandems. This process mainly dictates how a block of results
from a single join of a new tuple is transferred from one tandem to the next.
This is done by the first tandem calling a stored procedure when new rows are inserted into
the first JIT. This stored procedure identifies all rows in JIT having the same sequence
number as the latest tuple that produced them. A cursor selects these rows one by one from
the first JIT. Stored procedure then joins each row with the contents of a sequential window
of a next tandem and the results are injected into the second JIT. Another stored procedure
is then called to process the new results in the second JIT, row by row, in the same way.
This process continues until all JITs have been processed. This process is performed with
nested calls to a different stored procedure for each tandem. Each stored procedure is
performed as a transaction.
When a new block of results is inserted into the first JIT each row in the block is assigned a
sequence number that is the same as the sequence number of the new tuple that produced
the block. The first tandem then calls a stored procedure with a parameter value of @seqN
that is the sequence number of the new tuple while a row in a block of results that is
injected into the subsequent JITs is assigned a new sequence number.
At any moment in time when one stored procedure is being processed, a second block of
tuples may be inserted into the first JIT initiating a second call to the first stored procedure.
This call runs concurrently and independently of the first instance of the same stored
procedure. Both stored procedures then run until completion. Generally the first stored
procedure would complete before the second. However, it may happen that the second
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stored procedure may complete sooner. However, results would still be correct and
synchronized using sequence numbers.
Generally, a block of results from a difference or union tandem only contains one tuple.
Therefore, it would not be necessary to record sequence numbers in a difference JIT or a
union JIT. It would be sufficient to search JIT for a newly inserted row using the identifier
of a new tuple and reduce the JIT overhead by the column. This would improve the system
performance.
Generally, tuples in a block may not be identified correctly by the identifier values of the
tuple that produced this block. For example, a join operation may concurrently insert into
JIT new tuples that may have the same identifier values as the previous tuples from the
previous block. This may happen as a result of a join operation of a new tuple with tuples
from the previous block. As a result, stored procedure will also find and consume additional
tuples from the new block having the same identifier values and create inconsistent results;
namely duplicated tuples. It is more appropriate to use sequence numbers that uniquely
identify each tuple in the block.

5.2

Processing of two continuous data streams

This section describes a system for operations on two streams. From here forth, we provide
code statements in SQL and a separate description for each implementation.
Implementation of the experiments is described in the order of the execution of each
instruction in the program.
A new database DBSTREAM was created on a local machine. Sequential windows were
created as different relational tables WSA and WSB. A tandem obtained a new sequence
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number from a table seqTab with a single attribute seqNo for every new element
arriving from a stream. seqTab was then updated with a new incremented sequence
number. All windows and a sequence table were created, indexed and initialized prior to the
start of each test
Listing of tables is managed by DBMS in an object called the INFORMATION
_SCHEMA.TABLES. Code is as follows:
USE DBSTREAM
CREATE TABLE seqTab(seqNo int)
seqNo was initialized to a value of ‘one’ prior to the test. An INTEGER type was
considered sufficient for window sizes of less than 100,000 tuples.
New windows were recreated for streams A and stream B as WSA and WSB, respectively.
IF EXISTS(SELECT TABLE_NAME FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLES
WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'WSA')DROP TABLE WSA
IF EXISTS(SELECT TABLE_NAME FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLES
WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'WSB')DROP TABLE WSB
CREATE TABLE WSA(order_value INT, ordNumber INT, ordName
CHAR(20), ordDetails CHAR(30), ordAddress CHAR(50), ordPh
CHAR(20), seqNO INT)
CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX AID_indAB ON WSA(order_value)
CREATE TABLE WSB(order_value INT, ordNumber INT, ordName
CHAR(20), ordDetails CHAR(30), ordAddress CHAR(50), ordPh
CHAR(20), seqNO INT)
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CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX BID_indAB ON WSB(order_value)
Creation of a JIT table JITABJoin for a join Tandem Operator for streams A and B is as
follows:
IF EXISTS(SELECT TABLE_NAME FROM
INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLES WHERE TABLE_NAME='JITABJoin')
DROP TABLE JITABJoin
CREATE TABLE JITABJoin(order_value INT, AID INT, BID INT)
Other JITs were created for the Union and the Difference operators. Each of the following
statements was executed separately for different tandems.
CREATE TABLE JITABUNION(order_value INT, AID INT)
CREATE TABLE JITABDIFF(order_value INT, AID INT)
Difference in the indexes was explained in section 5.1.3.
CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX order_value_ABU ON
JITABUNION(order_value, AID)
CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX order_value_ABD ON
JITABDIFF(order_value, AID)
CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX order_value_ABJ ON
JITABJOIN(order_value)
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5.3

Experimental looping constructs

A cursor aCurs picks a tuple for stream A from table ordA100K, as follows:
DECLARE aCurs CURSOR LOCAL FOR
SELECT AID, ordName, ordDetails, ordAddress, ordPh,
order_value
FROM ordA100K
OPEN aCurs
Cursor seqCur fetches sequence numbers from a global sequence number table, seqTab.
DECLARE seqCur CURSOR LOCAL DYNAMIC FOR SELECT seqNo
FROM seqTab
OPEN seqCur
In the next phase of the program, starting time for the test is measured to within one-second
accuracy. Test times may accommodate measurements of up to several minutes.
SET @H = DATEPART(hh,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)
SET @M = DATEPART(mi,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)
SET @S = DATEPART(ss,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)
SET @ST = 3600 * @H + 60*@M + @S
SET @ST2 = @ST
SET @I=0

// Loop counter

SET @winSize = 100000 // Initialize Window size variable
Program code runs inside a while loop that obtains tuples from a table of purchase orders to
be processed. Loop size is the same as a window size. A new sequence number is then
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fetched into a variable @seqN from the seqTAB and the content of seqTAB is
incremented by one.
WHILE (@I=0)
BEGIN
BEGIN TRAN
SELECT @seqN= seqNo FROM seqTAB
UPDATE seqTAB SET seqNo = @seqN + 1
COMMIT TRAN
Next, we update the sequential window WSA with a new order from table of orders A after
obtaining a new sequence number. A read uncommitted isolation level was used for the
remainder of the program.
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ UNCOMMITTED
FETCH NEXT FROM aCurs
into @CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value
INSERT INTO WSA
values(@CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph, @order_value,@seqN)

5.4

Comparison of results against the traditional methods

We use the traditional method of operations on relational tables to provide some feel for the
performance of stream operations, i.e. how long would it take if blocks of data from several
data sources were to be stored in relational tables and then the tables were processed in the
traditional way. A block of data is the same size as a sequential window over a stream from
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the same data source. Relational tables are then processed and results compared with stream
operations that operate on the streams of data obtained from the same data sources.
To simulate a traditional method of operation, data were read from pre-constructed tables of
purchase orders, ordA100K and ordB100K, using a cursor. Cursor data populated two
relational tables, ordAK and ordBK, representing data containers for data to be processed.
Traditional operations were then performed on ordAK and ordBK and the results were later
compared with results obtained from the stream operations on streamed data from
ordA100K and ordB100K.
A sample code is as follows:
DECLARE aCurs CURSOR FOR
SELECT AID, ordName, ordDetails, ordAddress, ordPh,
order_value
FROM ordA100K
OPEN aCurs
DECLARE bCurs CURSOR FOR
SELECT BID, ordName, ordDetails, ordAddress, ordPh,
order_value
FROM ordB100K
OPEN bCurs
-- Start time measurements
SET NOCOUNT ON

-- switch off messages

SET @I = 0

-- Initialize loop counter
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WHILE (@I < @loopSize)
BEGIN
-- Simulate network delay here, if any.
We then populate tables ordAK and ordBK using cursor operations and several temporary
variables that store order attribute values from the order table. @CID holds the order
number and @ON holds the order name.
FETCH NEXT FROM aCurs into
@CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value
INSERT INTO ordAK
VALUES(@CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value)
FETCH NEXT FROM bCurs into
@CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value
INSERT INTO ordBK
VALUES(@CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value)
SET @I=@I+1
END

DEALLOCATE aCurs
DEALLOCATE bCurs
-- Perform traditional operations on ordAK and ordBK.
-- Report test duration.
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5.5

Implementation of sequential windows

A sequential window was implemented for different window sizes. Each tuple in a
sequential window is counted with a tuple counter, Pcntr_S1, over stream S1. When
Pcntr_S1 reaches the window size, the last tuple in the window is removed whenever a new
tuple is recorded.
A sequential window is indexed on the attribute order_value.
SET @Pcntr_s1 = @Pcntr_s1 + 1
IF (@Pcntr_s1 > @winSize)
BEGIN
We did not make any distinctions between a sequential window in the memory and a table
of a window stored on the disk. The task of memory managements was left to the DBMS.
A last (expired) tuple in the sequential window would be positioned sequentially in position
(@Pcntr_s1 - @winSize). In our experiments tuples arrive with incrementing stream
identifier values, so it is easy to find the last tuple in a sequential window, WSA.
DELETE FROM WSA WHERE AID = @Pcntr_s1 - @winSize
Initially, sequential window WSA would be empty and tuples are inserted freely. When the
number of tuples in WSA exceeds its size, performance cost nearly doubles with the
insertion of new tuples as old tuples are removed from WSA.
In a union or difference tandem cleaning JIT is simple since there will only be one row of
result for every expired data element from a window.
DELETE FROM JITAB
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WHERE order_value = @order_value AND AID= @ordID
In a join tandem, JIT there may be several composite data elements with the same identifier
value as the expired data element. All such rows are simply deleted.
First we look for an expired data element in sequential window, recording the identifier and
attribute values in corresponding variable @order_value and @ordID.
The clause TOP 1 reduces the search time by finding the first row among all rows with the
desired attribute values. An implementation for stream A is as follows:
BEGIN TRANSACTION
SELECT TOP 1 @order_value = order_value, @BID = BID
FROM JITABJoin
WHERE AID = (@I - @winSize)
COMMIT TRANSACTION
Next, remove all occurrences of rows containing the expired data element.
BEGIN TRANSACTION
DELETE FROM JITABJoin WHERE AID = (@I - @winSize)
COMMIT TRANSACTION
Clean the sequential window for stream A.
DELETE FROM WSA WHERE AID = (@I - @winSize)

5.6

Union tandem

Our first goal is to ensure there are no duplicate data elements inserted into JIT. One option
would be to search JITAB as follows:
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IF NOT EXISTS (SELECT TOP 1 order_value, AID
FROM JITAB
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND AID = @AID)
A second option is to search sequential windows WSA or WSB. This option is slower than
the previous one since there are usually more data elements in a sequential window than in
JIT for a union operation.
IF NOT EXISTS (select TOP 1 order_value, CID
FROM WSA
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND AID = @AID)
or
IF NOT EXISTS (select TOP 1 order_value, CID
FROM WSB
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND BID = @BID)
The absence of any similar data elements in the above statements would be sufficient to
decide populating JITAB, as follows:
BEGIN
BEGIN TRAN
INSERT INTO JITAB VALUES (@order_value, @AID)
COMMIT TRAN
END
An expired tuple in a sequential window forces the deletion of a similar tuple (with the
same attribute value) from JITAB, otherwise, it would not impact on the current contents of
JITAB, as follows:
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IF EXISTS (select TOP 1 ORDER_VALUE, AID from JITAB
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND AID = @AID)
BEGIN TRANSCATION
DELETE FROM JITAB WHERE order_value = @order_value AND
AID= @AID
COMMIT TRANSCATION
END IF
END IF
A traditional union operation is implemented as follows: the test time differences for both
operation methods are measured and recorded during the test run.
INSERT INTO ordAB
SELECT order_value, AID FROM ordAK
UNION
SELECT order_value, BID FROM ordBK

5.7

Difference tandem (Left difference)

Variables @order_value and @AID store attribute values for a new data element. A
new data element is first recorded in a sequential window WSA.
INSERT INTO WSA
values(@CID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value,@seqN,@flag)
Left difference operation is then performed as follows using the sequential window WSB.
IF NOT EXISTS (SELECT TOP 1 order_value, BID
FROM WSB
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WHERE order_value=@order_value AND BID = @AID)
IF NOT EXISTS (select TOP 1 order_value, AID
FROM JITAB
WHERE order_value=@order_value AND AID = @AID)
BEGIN
BEGIN TRAN
INSERT INTO JITAB VALUES (@order_value, @AID)
COMMIT TRAN
END
Removal of an expired data element from a sequential window and JIT is the same as for a
union tandem and is implemented as follows for stream A.
IF EXISTS (select TOP 1 ORDER_VALUE, AID
FROM JITAB
WHERE order_value=@order_value AND AID=@AID)
BEGIN TRANSACTION
DELETE FROM JITAB WHERE
order_value=@order_value AND AID=@AID
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END IF
It must be remembered that JITAB may contain a copy of a wanted tuple that is also in a
sequential window. This could also mean that there are already rejected tuples in a
sequential window that would slow down finding a wanted tuple. A difference operator
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wants a tuple that is in WSA but not in WSB and we do not want to insert a duplicate into
JITAB.

5.8

Difference tandem (Right difference)

A new purchase order from stream B causes the deletion of all similar orders from JITAB.
INSERT INTO WSB
values(@BID,@ON,@OD,@Oaddr,@Oph,@order_value,@seqN)
BEGIN TRAN
DELETE FROM JITAB WHERE order_value = @order_value AND
AID = @BID
COMMIT TRAN
Removal of an expired data element from WSB will cause an insertion of a similar data
element into JITAB if a similar tuple also exists in WSA.
IF NOT EXISTS (select TOP 1 ORDER_VALUE, AID
FROM JITAB
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND AID = @BID)
BEGIN
BEGIN TRAN
INSERT INTO JITAB VALUES (@order_value, @AID)
COMMIT TRAN
END
END IF
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5.9

Join tandem (Category A)

Order ID, order value, order balance and data element identifier of a tuple from stream A
are stored in variables @orderID, @order_value, @balA and @AID, respectively.
Sequence number of a new tuple is stored in the variable @seqN. orderID,
@order_value, BID and balB are order ID, order value, data element identifier and
balance column names for stream B in JITAB, respectively.
Implementation of a join tandem for stream A of category A is as follows:
BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO JITAB SELECT @order_value, @AID, BID, @seqN
FROM WSB
WHERE order_value=@order_value AND @seqN > seqNo
COMMIT TRANSACTION
Order value and stream identifier value for a new tuple from stream A are stored in
variables @order_value and @AID, respectively. Variable @seqN is the sequence
number of the new tuple from stream A. BID, seqNo and order_value are the stream
identifier of data elements from stream B, sequence number and order value of composite
data elements in JITAB, respectively.
Stream B is implemented as follows:
BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO JITAB SELECT @order_value, AID, @BID, @seqN
FROM WSB
WHERE order_value=@order_value AND @seqN > seqNo
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COMMIT TRANSACTION
Stream identifier value a new tuple from stream B is stored in variable @BID. Variable
@seqN is the sequence number of the new tuple from stream B. AID , seqNo and
order_value are the stream identifier of data elements from stream A, sequence number
and order value of composite data elements in JITAB, respectively.

5.10

Join tandem (Category B)

In this join category we assert a condition that a purchase order balance from stream A is
greater than the purchase order balance from stream B.
Stream A implementation is as follows:
BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO JITABJoin SELECT @order_value,@salA,salB,
@AID, BID
FROM WSB
WHERE @order_value = order_value AND salB < @salA
AND @seqN > seqNo
COMMIT TRANSACTION
Order value, order value, stream identifier and the salary for a new tuple from stream A are
stored in variables @order_value, @AID and @salA, respectively. Variable @seqN is
the sequence number of the new tuple from stream A. BID, salB, order_value and
seqNo are the stream identifiers, salaries of data elements in stream B and order value and
sequence number of composite data elements in JITAB, respectively.
Stream B is implemented as follows:
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BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO JITABJoin SELECT @order_value, salA, @salB,
AID, @BID
FROM WSB
WHERE @order_value = order_value AND @salB < salA
AND @seqN > seqNo
COMMIT TRANSACTION
Order value, order value, stream identifier and the salary for a new tuple from stream B are
stored in variables @order_value, @BID and @salB, respectively. Variable @seqN is
the sequence number of the new tuple from stream B. AID, salA, order_value and
seqNo are the stream identifiers, salaries of data elements in stream A and order value and
sequence number of composite data elements in JITAB, respectively.

5.11

Cascading join tandems

An implementation for transferring of data between cascading join tandems is described in
this section. Transfer of data for a first tandem is performed by calling a stored procedure,
ABandC_PROC(@seqN), which joins a block of composite data elements in JITAB with a
sequential window WSC on the second input of the next tandem and passes the results to the
next JITABC. Parameter @seqN comes from last new tuple, which produced the new block
of data elements in JITAB all having the same sequence numbers.
Specifications for the stored procedure in first tandem for stream A is as follows:
CREATE PROC ABandC_PROC
@seqN AS
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A cursor finds all tuples in JITAB with the sequence number @seqN, as follows:
DECLARE asCurs CURSOR LOCAL FOR
SELECT AID, BID, seqNo
FROM JITAB WHERE seqNo=@seqN
OPEN asCurs
FETCH NEXT FROM asCurs INTO @tAID, @tBID, @seqN
We then perform join operations, one tuple at a time, with sequential window Wsc from
stream C, as follows: a latest sequence number, @seqN2, is then included in the results as a
parameter in the execution of the next stored procedure ABCandD_PROC.
IF @@FETCH_STATUS = 0 --if there are more tuples in block
BEGIN
BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO JITABC SELECT
@order_value,@tAID,@tBID,CID,@seqN2
FROM WSC
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND @seqN2 > seqNo
EXEC ABCandD_PROC(@seqN2)
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END
Cursor obtains another tuple from JITAB until all tuples are processed.
FETCH NEXT FROM asCurs INTO @tAID, @tBID, @seqN
END
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Specifications for next stored procedure ABCandD_PROC are as follows:
CREATE PROC ABCandD_PROC
@seqN2 AS
A cursor finds all tuples in JITABC with the sequence number @seqN2, as follows:
DECLARE asCurs CURSOR LOCAL FOR
SELECT AID, BID, CID, seqNo
FROM JITAB WHERE seqNo=@seqN2
OPEN asCurs
FETCH NEXT FROM asCurs INTO @tAID, @tBID, @tCID, @seqN2
Perform join operations with sequential window Wsd from stream D. A latest sequence
number, @seqN2, is then included as a parameter in the execution of the next stored
procedure ABCDandE_PROC, as follows:
IF @@FETCH_STATUS = 0
BEGIN
BEGIN TRANSACTION
INSERT INTO JITABCD SELECT
@order_value,@tAID,@tBID,@tCID,CID,@seqN2
FROM WSC
WHERE order_value = @order_value AND @seqN2 > seqNo
EXEC ABCDandE_PROC(@seqN2)
COMMIT TRANSACTION
END
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Cursor obtains another tuple from JITABCD until all tuples are processed.
FETCH NEXT FROM asCurs INTO @tAID, @tBID, @tCID, @seqN
END
Each tandem has an associated stored procedure that is executed as a transaction.

5.12 Translation of the physical model to an implementation model
Our implementation involved at most two tandems. Implementations of a two-tandem
system were a union of two streams followed by a join of results with a third stream. The
table in Figure 5.3 summarizes the translation of the physical model to an implementation
model. Three streams were used in the implementations; designated as streams A, B and C.
Identifiers AID, BID and CID identify data elements in each stream, respectively.
A sequential recorder is implemented as the insertion of a new data element into a
sequential window followed by the deletion of a last data element from the window; this is
when the number of data elements in the window exceeds the window size. An operator in
a tandem then processes the new data element.
Expired data elements in a JIT are identified by the identifier value of the expired data
elements from a sequential window. Identifier of an expired data element in sequential
windows WSA and WSB in the first tandem are recorded in variables @AID and @BID
respectively. In JITABC an expired data element on the first input would be a composite
identifier set {@AID, @BID} that is used to identify expired rows in JITABC while an
expired data element from WRC on the second input is stored in variable @CID that is used
to remove expired data elements from column CID in JITABC. This process is equivalent to
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an insertion of negative data elements into the JIT having the same identifier values as the
elements to be removed.
A set operator is implemented as the insertion of data elements from a tandem into JITAB,
followed by the deletion of rows in JITAB containing the expired data element from a
previous tandem.
Tandem results are processed as a block of one or more data elements by a next tandem. An
execution of a stored procedure for the second tandem searches JITAB for rows of newly
inserted data elements, which are then processed by the tandem and the results are injected
in JITABC of the next tandem.
An injector is implemented as the insertion of results into a JIT of the next tandem. Size of
JIT could grow or shrink in time depending on how many new elements were inserted and
how many expired elements were removed from it.
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Physical Model

Implementation Model

Flow of pointers to data elements

AID, BID, CID

Sequential recorder for sequential window
INSERT INTO WSA VALUES

WSA

{A new data element}

{Recorder operations on a sequential

DELETE FROM WSA

window}
• Insert a new data element into a sequential
window WSx.

{Last data element with
identifier @ID, only if the
number of data elements in

• If window size is exceeded, remove a last

the sequential window exceed

data element from WSx, and record its

the window size}

identifier in variable @ID.
Record into JITAB
Set recorder for a temporary container (JIT)
{Recorder operations on a JIT}

{Result of the processing of
data elements processed by a
previous tandem}

• Insert data elements results into JIT

DELETE or UPDATE JITAB

• Remove from JIT expired data elements

{A number of expired data

from previous tandem with identifier

elements from a previous

@ID}

tandem with identifier @ID}
INSERT INTO JITAB VALUES

Injector (Write to JIT)

{Data element results}

Figure 5.3: Transformation of Logical Model to Physical Model
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Summary
This chapter provided an overview for the transformation of a physical model of a
cascading system of tandems to an implemental model. Implementation methods for three
different types of tandems were presented together with the coding for processing of two
continuous streams. A method for the transfer of data between several cascading tandems
was also shown. A method for the comparison of the results against the traditional system
of operations was also presented and an implementation method for sequential windows
was also revealed. Two categories for a join operation was implemented; category A for a
join operation containing only equality clauses and category B for join operations including
a mix of equality and inequality clauses. Finally, a system with several cascading tandems
was described.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results
This chapter provides comprehensive experimental results and provides comparisons of
stream processing and traditional techniques based on our discussions in the previous
chapters.

6.1

Experimental environment and setup

Experimental platform uses windows XP professional on a Pentium 4, 1.7GHz machine
with 256 megabytes of memory. Simulations were performed using a standard off the shelf
DBMS and a standard Structured Query Language. Two groups of random orders were
created each with 100,000 orders. First group contains order values of between $40 and $50
rounded to the nearest dollar value and second group contains order values of between $1
and $100 rounded to the nearest dollar value. Group one provides denser clusters of order
values than group two and provides a more processor intensive environment where
indexing and search criteria are critical to the performance of the system. Second group has
a more widespread range of order values providing less intensive stream operations and
smaller results.
A sequential window on a stream has a sequence of data elements with incrementally
ascending order numbers. Sequence number of each data element is assumed the same as
the order number, which is unique for all data elements in a stream.
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Intermediate network delays were not simulated since a minimum network delay provides
the worst-case scenario when CPU has minimum idle time to process streams.
A connection to DBMS provides an independent and isolated operating environment for
each stream. An application must connect to an instance of DBMS before it can work with
a database. Connection occurs through a component such as shared memory or a network.
An application can open multiple connections to an instance of DBMS.
After a connection is made, the application can execute SQL statements through the
connection. When application completes, its connection can be terminated. This frees the
resources held by the connection in the server and terminates the network or sharedmemory connection between the application and the server.
Each connection has a specific database. It also has a login account. When a connection is
broken, all uncommitted transactions are rolled back without affecting uncommitted
modifications made by other transactions.

6.2

Selecting an optimal index

JIT is frequently searched for stream identifiers of data elements with particular attribute
values. JIT was indexed on different combinations of order_value, AID and BID to check
for an optimal performance. Performance was also examined by indexing the sequential
windows. A combination of unique and clustered indexes was applied for all tests.
Measurements were carefully analyzed and compared with the traditional methods. Test
durations were gauged in seconds and all error messages were also recorded.
Disk fragmentation contributed to minor inconsistencies in the test results. Disk was
defragmented regularly to reduce disk sector seek time.
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6.2.1

Union tandem

Table 6.1 shows the index test results for a union tandem and a sequential window size of
1000. The time shown for stream A and stream B in column two is the time needed to
process every data element in each sequential window WSA and WSB, respectively. The
larger of the two times was considered as the final measurement for the test. Normal
column refers to the traditional tests.

Union tandem
INDEX ON JITAB
No Index
Unique index on
(order_value, AID)
with ignore duplicates

Time to process a
Sequential window
sequential window JITSize
Normal
size is 1000
(Seconds)
Stream A Stream B tuples
Performance
Poor
57
57
19978
24

24

19978

Excellent

Unique index on
(order_value)

32

32

11

Duplicate key was ignored
Server: Msg 3604, Level
16, State 1, Line 71

Unique Index on
(AID)

33

33

14

Duplicate key was ignored
Server error messages for Result
table Size
duplicate keys

26

26

19978

Unique index on
(order_value, AID) and
Clustered index on
(order_value) only
Clustered Index on
(order_value)

Good

19978
Union
Time

58

58

Clustered Index on
(order_value, AID)

24

25

Stream A followed by
Stream B

13

13

Search WSA and WSB
Only. Unique Index JIT

67

67

19978

Excellent.
Similar to Unique
19978
(order_value, AID)
Better than a normal result
if stream A finished
19978 processing before stream
B starts.
Poor. Two un-indexed
windows to search + the
19978 cost for reading additional
fields.

Table 6.1: Union Tandem Index tests.
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Poor

14 Secs

The results depict that a unique index on order_value and stream identifier AID is the best
index for a union tandem for this sequential window size. This is because a union tandem
searches JIT frequently for duplicate data elements that have the same order_value and
order number as the new data element. This index also provided comparable results to a
clustered index on order_value and AID. A single clustered index on order_value returned
poor results when a tandem searches for a data element in a large cluster.
A single unique index on only attribute order_value with ignore duplicates, lead to many
missing rows in the result, since there can be many orders with the same order_value, as is
expected. WSA and WSB are not referenced in a union operation and they were not indexed
(Please refer to chapter 4).
6.2.2

Difference tandem

Different combinations of indexes were tested for a difference tandem and the results are
summarized in Table 6.2. Indexing WSB is important since a right difference searches WSB
frequently for a similar data element to a new data element. A unique index on
JITAB(order_value, AID) and unique index on WSB(order_value, AID) offered the best
result.
Group A
Difference tandem
No Index
Unique JIT(order_value,
AID) + Unique
WSB(order_value, AID)
Unique JIT(order_value,
AID)
Clustered
JIT(order_value, AID) +
clustered
WSB(order_value, AID)

Test time in Seconds, sequential window size: 1000
Stream
Stream JIT
Performance Normal
A
B
Size
171
83
19978
Poor
Result
table Size:
42
26
19978
Excellent
19978
111

49

19978

Poor

43

30

19978

Good
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Difference
Time:
26 Secs

Clustered
JIT(order_value, AID)
Clustered
JIT(order_value) +
clustered
WSB(order_value, AID)

108

47

19978

Poor

96

56

19978

Average

Table 6.2: Difference tandem index tests.
The final time is taken as the larger time measured for stream A or stream B.
6.2.3

Join tandem

A join tandem searches JIT frequently for order_value, AID and BID, in any order. In a
three stream operation, order number column CID is also searched. Indexing the order
numbers provided no additional benefits, since any of the three streams could be searched
for an order number. Applying a clustered index on order_value provided the optimal
performance, as shown in Table 6.3.

Join tandem
JIT Indexes

Time (Seconds)
Stream Stream
A
B

Unique index on
JIT(order_value, AID,
BID) with ignore
duplicates

21

Clustered index on
JIT(order_value)

10

22

Normal
JITSize

Performance

91005

Average
Size
91005

12

91005

Excellent

Test time:
4 Secs

Unique index on
JIT(order_value, AID,
42
40
91005
Poor
BID) and Cluster index
on JIT(order_value) only
Table 6.3: Comparison of different JIT Indexes for a join tandem that also includes
different network delays.
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6.3

Cost of using sequence numbers for synchronization

Incremental sequence numbers were appended to purchase orders from different streams.
Table 6.4 illustrates the results from a join tandem showing an additional cost of 8.82 %
compared with if no sequence numbers were implemented. A consequence of not using
sequence numbers is the insertion of duplicate data elements in JIT. Removal of duplicates
becomes a costly exercise when JIT size becomes very large.
Join tandem

Join time without seqNo (seconds)

Batch tests

Stream A

Stream B

2000

32

32

365028

2000

31

31

365179

Join time with seqNo (Seconds)

JIT Size Stream A

Stream B

JIT Size

23

36

365020

21

34

365020

overhead

8.82%

Table 6.4: Comparison of results in using sequence Numbers.

6.4

Union tandem

Experiments used group A database with different sequential window sizes and a read
uncommitted transaction isolation level. A Unique Index on (order_value, AID) with ignore
dup key was used for JIT. Results for a window size of 10,000 orders from group A show
22 orders that had the same order_value and identifier values (overlap) while 19,978 orders
did not. Similarly, in a window of 50,000 orders there were 1432 similar orders and in a
window 90,000 there were 7505 similar orders. There were a smaller number of similar
orders in group B due to larger distribution of order values.
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Group A

Test time in Seconds

JIT Size

Minimum

Window

Stream A

Stream B

Time/tuple

Normal

tuples

Batch size

10000

26

26

0.001301

14

19,978

4,616

20000

56

56

0.001401

28

39,978

10,000

50000

134

134

0.001359

67

98,568

25,000

90000

254

254

0.001473

128

172,495

47,126

Table 6.5: Group A results for a Union tandem, Group A.
With the purpose of providing a quantitative measure of the stream processing advantage
over a traditional process we consider an estimated time needed to process a minimum
number of data elements in a sequential window that would take the same time as to
process a traditional union operation on the same number of data element as in a sequential
window. This is measured as the difference of window size from the ratio of normal time to
the time needed to process stream A as the percentage of window size; i.e. (1max(time(stream A, streamB))seconds / normal time seconds) * sequential window size.
Table 6.5 introduces a “minimum batch size” to compare stream performances for both
groups. For example, group A with a sequential window size of 10,000 elements, if a
traditional union operation begins after a minimum batch of 4,616 tuples have been
processed then a tandem would finish ahead of a traditional union operation.
Results for Group B are shown in Table 6.6 and Figure 6.1. They show a small difference
to Group A for normal operation but larger difference for larger sequential windows.
Processing time for a sequential window increases with increasing JIT size. This is also
reflected in the increasing processing time for each data element. This may be related to the
random differences in the order values in each group.
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Group B

Test time in Seconds

JIT Size

Minimum

Window

Stream A

Stream B

Time/tuple

Normal

tuples

Batch size

10000

24

24

0.0012

13

19,999

4,584

20000

54

55

0.001375

27

39,999

10,000

50000

167

166

0.001664

66

99,771

30,240

90000

346

349

0.001948

127

179,169

56,966

Table 6.6: Tests for a union tandem, Group B.

Union Tandem Performance (Group A, B)
400
Group B
Stream A,B

Union time (Seconds)

350
300
250

Group A
Stream A,B

200
150
100

Normal

50
0
0

20000

40000

60000

80000

100000

Sequential Window Size (tuples)

Figure 6.1: Union tandem experimental results (Groups A, B)
6.4.1 Union tandem with sliding sequential windows
Two streams were unioned with sequential window sizes of 1000 and a FILO replacement
policy. Test times shown in Table 6.7 are cumulative relative to the start of the experiment.
Initially the first 1000 data elements from each stream are unioned until the sequential
window size is reached and the time is recorded. From then on the time is measured after
every 1000 data elements relative to the start of the test. The “difference” column shows the
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average processing time after each 1000 data elements. Average processing time of the
sequential window grows in small increments from 15 seconds to 21 seconds for every
1000 data elements. This rise is contributed to a growth in the size of JIT, as it is being
populated, adding to the search cost.
Group A

Sequential Window Test time in
Seconds

Tuples

Stream A

Stream B

Difference

1000

2

3

0

2000

19

16

15

3000

35

33

16.5

4000

52

49

16.5

5000

68

68

17.5

6000

87

86

18.5

7000

105

105

18.5

8000

123

123

18

9000

142

141

18.5

10000

161

161

19.5

11000

181

181

20

12000

201

200

19.5

13000

221

221

20.5

14000

243

242

21.5

15000

264

263

21

Table 6.7: Union operation with a sequential
window size of 1000 tuples.
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6.5

Difference tandem

Performance of a difference tandem was also tested with both database groups. Group A
results in Table 6.8 show that stream B is processed earlier than stream A since it is a more
processor intensive operation. A left difference tandem searches WSB followed by JITAB
followed by injection of the results into JITAB while a right difference only performs a
single search of WSB followed by deleting rows from WSA that are also in WSB. Tuple
processing time and the normal to stream ratio time remain reasonably constant for all
window sizes.
Group A

Test time in Seconds

JIT Size

Minimum

Normal/

Window

Stream A

Stream B

Normal

tuples

Batch size

Stream

6000

14

10

8

5,978

2,572

57.14%

10000

20

13

13

9,978

3,500

65.00%

20000

43

29

26

19,978

7,907

60.47%

50000

117

83

63

48,568

23,077

53.85%

90000

206

14

117

82,495

38,884

56.80%

Table 6.8: Difference tandem results for Group A.

Results in Table 6.9 how that more time was needed to process streams in Group B than in
Group A. Processing time for each tuple increases as the window size grows. Once again
this is due to the larger distribution of order values and a consequent reduction in the
difference between streams. JITAB search time also increases with larger JITAB. However, a
traditional difference test also increases more rapidly with larger tables. Increases in the
minimum batch sizes also reflect less efficient stream operation than in Group A.
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Group B

Test time in Seconds

JIT Size

Minimum

Normal/

Window

Stream A

Stream B

Normal

tuples

Batch size

Stream

6000

12

8

7

5,999

2,500

58.33%

10000

25

16

14

9,978

4,400

56.00%

20000

49

31

27

19,999

8,980

55.10%

50000

151

99

66

49,771

28,146

43.71%

90000

316

220

121

89,169

55,538

38.29%

Table 6.9: Difference tandem results for Group B.
Figure 6.2 illustrates these results.

Difference Tandem Performance (Group A, B)

Difference time (Seconds)

350
300

Group B
Streams A, B

250
Group A
Streams A, B

200
150
100

Normal
50
0
0

20000

40000

60000

80000

Window Size (tuples)

Figure 6.2: Difference tandem experimental results (Groups A, B)
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100000

6.6

Join tandem

Tests were performed for join categories A and B using one join tandem. Both operators in
the tandem were started together. A small mismatch in the results for each stream is a
consequence of instantaneous differences in the starting time for each operator and the
differences in the shared CPU resource allocations to each operator.
6.6.1

Join tandem with an equality clause and group A database, category A

In this section we consider category A join operations that only contain equality clauses. A

Group A

Test time in Seconds

JIT Size

Minimum

Normal/

Window

Stream A

Stream B

Normal

tuples

Batch size

Stream

1000

9

11

4

91,005

637

36.36%

2000

23

28

15

365,020

929

53.57%

3000

46

55

45

819,058

546

81.82%

4000

74

100

88

1,455,410

480

88.00%

5000

100

138

146

2,274,176

-290

105.80%

6000

189

143

253

3,272,871

-2032

176.92%

10000

406

511

803

9,087,251

-5715

157.14%

Table 6.10: Join tandem for Category A, Group A.
read uncommitted Transaction Isolation level was also enforced. Results in Table 6.10 and
Figure 6.3 show that consummation time for tuples increases in a non-linear manner with
the increase in the window size. This relates to several tuples produced as the result of the
consummation of an atomic tuple and consequent exponential rise in the size of JITAB.
An interesting point to note is the time measured for a normal join with a window of 5000
tuples. The performance becomes more inferior to a stream operation from this point
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onward. Reason for this difference can be pinpointed in the logging behavior of the DBMS.
As the size of log file increases it becomes more costly to maintain. There was a point when
the system ran out of disk space and system administrator was alerted. Unlike a normal join
operation, at any moment in time a join tandem consumes only one single tuple within a
transaction. Once it is consumed the log for this transaction is truncated. Consequently, the
size of the log file remains virtually unchanged during the whole operation. Negative
minimum batch sizes reflect this sudden change.

Join Tandem (Group A)
900

Normal
800

Join time (Seconds)

700
600

Stream B

500

Stream A

400
300
200
100
0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

Window Size (tuples)

Figure 6.3: Join tandem experimental results (Category A, Group A)
In Group B, there are more widespread order_value values to process and therefore JITAB is
relatively smaller than in Group A. Turning point for normal join occurs around a window
of 40,000, as shown in Table 6.11 and Figure 6.4. At this point the system logging activity
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overcomes its good performance and stream operation takes precedence. Consummation
time per stream tuple increases non-linearly due to increasing window sizes and JITAB size.
Group B

Test time in Seconds

JIT Size

Minimum

Normal/

Window

Stream A

Stream B

Normal

tuples

Batch size

Stream

2000

9

9

1

39,790

1,778

11.11%

3000

13

15

4

90,015

2,200

26.67%

4000

21

22

7

160,429

2,728

31.82%

5000

24

30

10

251,321

3,334

33.33%

6000

34

39

21

361,505

2,770

53.85%

10000

64

87

75

1,001,713

1,380

86.21%

20000

235

320

232

4,003,033

5,500

72.50%

30000

540

718

592

9,004,735

5,265

82.45%

40000

754

1026

1427

16,003,544

-15,634

139.08%

Table 6.11: Join tandem for Category A, Group B.

Join Tandem (Group B)
1600

Normal

Join time (Seconds)

1400
1200
Stream B

1000

Stream A

800
600
400
200
0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

35000

40000

45000

Window Size (tuples)

Figure 6.4: Join tandem experimental results (Category A, Group B)
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6.6.1

Join tandem with sliding sequential windows and group B database, category

A
In this experiment both windows fill to their capacity of 1000 tuples and then slide with the
arrival of a new data element. Measurements were taken every 100 elements to provide a
measurable time difference. Stream B was started slightly later than stream A. A difference
column diffA is the time difference between two consecutive time measurements from
cumulative values in the ‘stream A’ column. Difference B is calculated in a similar way to
difference A. The average column is the average of values in DiffA and DiffB. It represents
the average time to process 100 tuples in either stream.
A comparison of Table 6.11 and Table 6.12 indicates that the values in the average column
in Table 6.12 are similar to the values for a sequential window of 2000 in Table 6.11,
without the sliding operation. An approximate doubling of the time relates to the extra time
needed to remove expired data elements from a sequential window.
Time measurements are in seconds
Tuples Stream A Stream B Diff A

Diff B

Average

1100

3

28

-

-

-

1200

5

41

2

13

7.5

1300

7

56

2

15

8.5

1400

10

71

3

15

9

1500

14

83

4

12

8

1600

24

94

10

11

10.5

1700

35

105

11

11

11

1800

48

117

13

12

12.5

1900

64

126

16

9

12.5

2000

79

135

15

9

12

Table 6.12: Join tandem with sliding windows, group B.
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6.6.2

Join tandem with an inequality clause as Category B

In a category B join tandem operation an attribute order balance was added to orders from
both streams with random values between $20,000 and $120,000. The condition imposed is
that the balance of orders from stream A to be greater than balance of orders from stream B.
GroupA

Test time in Seconds
Stream

Stream

A

B

2000

26

3000

Window

JIT Size

Minimum

%
Normal/

Total

Normal

tuples

Batch size

28

28

15

187,077

928.5714

53.57%

38

38

38

29

417,070

710.5263

76.32%

4000

61

62

62

51

738,981

709.6774

82.26%

5000

70

69

69

85

1,148,758

-1159.42

123.19%

6000

122

123

123

135

1,649,401

-585.366

109.76%

10000

267

269

269

452

4,524,719

-6802.97

168.03%

Stream

Table 6.13: Category B join Tandem for Group A.
Join Tandem Category B (Group A)
500

Norm al

Join time (Seconds)

450
400
350
Stream A, B

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Window Size (Tuples)

Figure 6.5: Join tandem experimental results (Category B, Group A)
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12000

Performance as seen from Table 6.13 and Figure 6.5 is not any better than category A. The
ratio of normal time to tandem time as seen in the table has a curve like characteristics that
peaks around a window of 5000. Due to long test durations, tests were performed up to a
maximum sequential window of 10,000 data elements.
GroupB

Test time in Seconds
Stream

Stream

A

B

2000

17

3000

Window

JIT Size

Minimum

%

Batch

Normal/

size

Stream

Normal

Tuples

17

2

19,481

1648

17.65%

26

25

4

43,389

2400

20.00%

4000

43

44

5

77,513

3364

15.91%

5000

53

53

9

121,877

4151

16.98%

Table 6.14: Category B join Tandem for Group B.

Join Tandem Category B (Group B)
Stream A, B

60

Join Time (Seconds)

50
40
30
20

Normal
10
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Window size (tuples)

Figure 6.6: Join tandem experimental results (Category B, Group B)
Results for group B orders in Table 6.14 and Figure 6.6 reveal a gradual improvement in
the normal to stream performance ratio with the increase in the window size.
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6.7 Three stream operation
In this section we examine the performance of three streams with two tandems and the
implementation of stored procedure to transfer data elements from one JIT to the next JIT.
6.7.1

A Union tandem followed by a join tandem

In this test streams A and B were unioned and results were joined with stream C. All
execution plans cached in memory were cleared prior to each test. Larger execution times
compared with that of a single tandem are the consequence of the execution time for a
stored procedure that transfers blocks of results to the next tandem, as shown in Table 6.15
and Figure 6.7. The minimum batch size was high when considering a simulation
environment using the conventional SQL statements.
Ratio of normal to stream operation times was fairly constant; fluctuating from 29% to
32%. This is an indication of the relative performances assuming that both operations start
together.
GroupA
Window
Size

Experiment time in Seconds
Stream
Stream A

Stream B

AB Join
C

JIT Size

Normal

Minimum

AB + C

batch size

tuples

2000

42

43

47

14

1,405

722,726

3000

88

90

103

33

2,039

1,628,418

4000

150

150

173

50

2,844

2,898,011

5000

236

228

250

80

3,400

4,533,221

Table 6.15: Stream operations for (A UNION B) JOIN C
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Union + Join Tandem Performance (Category A)

Execution Time (seconds)

300
250

Stream A

200

Stream B
Stream C

150
100

Normal

50
0
0

1000

2000

3000
4000
Window Size (tuples)

5000

6000

Figure 6.7: Union + Join tandem experimental results (Category A, Group A)
6.7.2

Three stream join operation using two cascading tandems

This experiment uses two join tandems. Group A data was used for the implementation of a
Category A join operation. A stored procedure transfers the results from the first tandem to
the second tandem. Results in Table 6.16 and Figure 6.8 show that normal performance
outruns the stream operation performance due to heavy overhead associated with the using
of a cursor to select individual tuples from JITAB and populating JITABC with the join
results. This is reflected in high values for the minimum batch sizes for all window sizes.
The performance would be improved if the join were performed on a block of rows from
JITAB avoiding the use of a cursor. This process may be incorporated as an optimization of
the system for future research.
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GroupA

Experiment time in Seconds

Window

Stream

Stream

Stream

Normal

Minimum

JITABC

Size

A

B

C

AB+C

batch size

size

500

9

17

61

16

369

1029888

600

10

26

88

37

348

1766281

700

16

43

140

45

475

2810351

800

22

47

168

76

438

4197874

900

39

78

263

104

544

6005498

1000

77

77

299

164

452

8238143

Table 6.16: Tandem operations for (A JOIN B) JOIN C

Two Cascading Join Tandems (Category A)
350
Stream ABC

Join Time (Seconds)

300
250
200

Normal ABC

150
Stream AB

100
50
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

Window Size (tuples)

Figure 6.8: Two cascading Join tandem experimental results (Category A, Group A)
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Summary
This chapter provided a comprehensive overview of experiments performed for the
implementations discussed in Chapter 5. It also compared the outcomes from a system of
tandems with the traditional methods of operations. Several methods were experimented to
fine tune the system before performing any experiments, including the selection of optimal
indexes for three types of tandems and costing for the inclusion of sequence numbers in the
join operations. Experiments were performed with both category A and category B join
operation data for three types of tandems and differences in the result were noted. Sliding
sequential windows were also implemented for a union and join tandem. Finally, a system
with two join tandems was also implemented.
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Conclusions
The objective of this work is to develop a front-end system capable of processing data
elements from several continuous data streams, concurrently. A need to process continuous
queries over infinite data streams has become a reality. Traditional DBMS systems are
geared toward the processing of finite stored data sets rather than a constant flow of data.
Building a complete Data Stream Management System (DSMS) demands a significant
amount of work. Our motivation is, however, to use the existing features in an off the shelf
DBMS to include the extra functionality needed to process queries that process data
streams and to provide adequate response to manage all data elements in time with no load
shedding.
We introduced the concept of an elementary operator to process an atomic data element
from a single continuous data stream. Later, a template describing the operations of an
elementary operator was presented and exploited to instantiate several other types of
elementary operators. A single model for an elementary operator was extended to two
elementary operators working in a tandem, capable of concurrently processing data
elements from two continuous data streams. This model was extended to a system with
several cascading tandems to process several continuous data streams.
To ensure concurrent operations a method for the synchronization of streams was
introduced using sequence numbers. This method eliminated duplication of data elements
in the results from a tandem and ensured correctness of the final results when data elements
arrived with different propagation delays and with different arrival sequences.
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Experimental results obtained from a single tandem and a system with several tandems has
been very promising and provides the groundwork for new developments in the future. Join
operations over large sequential windows showed comparable or even better performance
to a traditional method of joining tables of the same data as in two streams. There was also
a reduction in the size of the DBMS log files.
There were several advantages noted over the traditional systems of operation. In a
traditional system of operation, a change in the value of an already arrived data element
would force a reevaluation of several relational tables of results. A tandem compensates for
such a change in fraction of the total execution time by first removing the incorrect results
followed by appending the correct results from a new data element.
A direct consequence of above operation is a substantial reduction in the network traffic
where only a small portion of a relational table is transmitted and a reduction in the
transmission errors of information due to a smaller amount of data sent.
Operations with single tuples of data also provide an attractive solution to many Internet
and web communication applications that use a DBMS.
General limitations of the system describes in this thesis relate to performance of DBMS to
cope with data elements that arrive quickly and in large numbers. Current DBMS are
optimized internally to perform basic relational type operations such as join very quickly,
whereas, a system described here is not. However, if the latter system were to be optimized
for stream operations then it may outperform similar hardware designed for the same
purpose.
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Generally, cost benefits and easy modifications and upgrade of this system by the users
may outweigh the performance issues.

Future work
Future work will look into the extension of a cascading system of tandems to a model with
several tandems connected as a web of tandems. This means that inputs to a tandem could
receive streams from any two tandems or a combination of a single stream and another
tandem or from any two streams. Development of such a system would necessitate
improved synchronization methods and a reevaluation of the system performance.
Another main objective is to eliminate as many JITs as possible and perform direct and
transparent piping of data between any two tandems. Some intermediate operators could
also be merged with the succeeding operators by the way of operational template
introduced in Chapter 3. An example is a selection followed with a join operation, which
could be performed as a single operation.
Another goal would be to design tandems for aggregated functions. In the latter case there
can be several ways to describe negative data elements in a stream. For example, a negative
composite data element is regarded as a data element with partial data that would prevent it
from participating in any other stream operations. For example, consider an aggregate
operation for averaging the scores in a window of students. A result remains negative and
cannot be used until all data in the window is exhausted.
Optimization topics relating to memory allocations and pinning of tables in memory could
be managed by the DBMS. One optimization issue for a system with several cascading
tandems was pinpointed briefly in the previous chapters. Generally, there would be no need
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to apply different execution plans since in our system of operations we do not reevaluate
entire tables for an optimal performance. However, the order of connection of different
streams with different arrival rates to different tandems could be varied for better
performance. For example, dense streams are those with a large arrival rate, would best be
processed by the later of the cascading tandems, while lighter streams that have fewer
tuples would be processed by the earlier of the cascading tandems. The tendency is to
equalize stream densities that flow in the system.
A future research looks into a distributed network of tandems focusing on what method can
best be used for synchronization of stream operations other than applying time stamps in
the form of sequence numbers from a global table. Several issues may need to be closely
investigated, as follows: what would be effects of network propagation delays on tandem
operations? This question relates to a case when a result from a tandem arrives at the next
JIT with some delay. This problem can be solved with synchronization techniques using
fresh sequence numbers at the input to a tandem, as before, and the correctness of the final
answer can be ascertained using a global repository of sequence numbers located at a
suitable location on the network.
How to process a tuple with an earlier sequence number when results that are injected to a
remote JIT are delayed over the network? This problem is similar to the latter case,
however, one would expect a larger propagation delay than having two tandems in the close
proximity of each other, and the correctness of the final result would be delayed in
proportion to the network delays.
Would there be a need for a central scheduler to perform different scheduling tasks for
different tandems? Since tandems perform their own synchronization and operate
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independently, there would be no need for such a scheduler. However, a scheduler may be
useful for optimization processes and memory management issues relating to queuing of
large results from one tandem to another. It may also be possible to share the same JIT
between several tandems to reduce I/O cost, in which case a scheduler’s task would be to
monitor and synchronize the process of populating the shared JIT.
What would be a best location for a shared intermediate JIT in a distributed network? A
good location would be in close vicinity of a tandem, to reduce network volume of data
transferred from JIT to the next tandem. Generally, a block of results recorded to a JIT is
smaller than a block of rows involved in tandem operations.
An interesting future problem is how to define active rules on data streams and how to
process these rules. One can view these rules as queries, but there is a subtle difference
between the two. The rules are executed only when a predefined condition is satisfied,
whereas this may not be true in the case of queries. The work proposed here can be
extended to process dynamic rules over streaming data.
This field of research opens many possibilities in planning complex systems that would
improve many of the existing static database operations by way of dynamic stream
operations and dynamic flow of data between elementary operators.
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Appendix A
Hypothesis:
Consider a system F with several cascading tandems. Let s = <δ1, …,δn> be a sequence of
data elements from streams A, B. Let P<δ 1,…,δn> be a permutation on data elements
<δ1,…, δn>. Let T be a tandem in F. Then setInt(T(<δ1,…,δn>)) = setInt(T(P(<δ1, …,δn>))),
where setInt is the set interpretation of a result.
Proof:
Consider a result from a data element from stream A; αA(δa, WSB). Next consider result of a
data element arriving from stream B; αB(δb, WSA+ δa). The result SoutAB will contain a union
(+) of the results from αA and αB, as follows:
SoutAB1 = αA(δa, WSB) + αB(δb, WSA+ δa)
The rule of associatively for stream operations can be applied in the following way,
αB(δb, WSA + δa) = αB(δb, WSA) + αB(δb, δa)
SoutAB1 can now be expanded as follows:
SoutAB1 = αA(δa, WSB) + αB(δb, WSA) + αB(δb, δa)
Next consider changing the order of the arrival of input data elements from streams A and
B so that the results for each data element are written in the reverse order of the previous
operation. Consider a result from a data element from stream B; αB(δb, WSA). Next consider
result of a data element arriving from stream A; αA(δa, WSB+ δb).
SoutAB2 = αB(δb, WSA) + αA(δa, WSB+ δb)
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= αB(δb, WSA) + αA(δa, WSB) + αA(δa, δb)
Since αB (δb, δa) = αA (δa, δb) then both results from changing the order of the inputs is the
same; i.e. SoutAB1 = SoutAB2.
A consequence of this proof is that any propagation delay resulting from the latency in
operations from a tandem will have the same effect as the swapping the data arriving on the
inputs to a succeeding tandem. In a succeeding tandem, a data element processed from a
temporary container of data elements followed by a sequential data element processed from
a sequential window from a stream will produce the same result as when the order of the
operations were reversed.
We can also prove the correctness of this hypothesis by considering result of swapping the
order of δaδbδc and δaδcδb in two cascading tandems as follows:
Consider three incoming streams as A, B and C. Windows for each stream are represented
by WSA, WSB and WSC, respectively. Temporary container on the first input of a succeeding
tandem, WSAB, holds the results of αAB on the second input of tandem αABC. WSAB can be
initially replaced with zero when there are no results yet available from αAB.
Case (i) δaδbδc:
Data element δa produces a result Res1a on the output of αABC.
Res1a = αABC ([(αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB), WSC])
Data element δb produces a result Res1b on the output of αABC.
Res1b = αABC ([(αAB(δb, WSA+δa) + αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB), WSC])
= αABC ([αAB(δb, WSA), WSC)] + αABC ([αAB(δb, δa), WSC])
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+ αABC ([αAB(δa, WSB), C]) + αABC [(AB, C)]

Data element δc produces a result Res1c on the output of αABC.
Res1c = αABC (δc, (αAB(δb, WSA+δa) + αAB(δb, WSB) + WSAB))
= αABC (δc, (αAB(δb, WSA))) + αABC(δc, (αAB(δb, δa)))
+αABC(δc, αAB(δa, WSB)) + αABC(δc, WSAB)
Final result = Res1a + Res1y + Res1z
Case (ii) δaδcδb:
Data element δa produces result Res2a on the output of αABC.
Res2a = αABC ([(αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB), WSC])
Data element δc produces result Res2c on the output of αABC.
Res2c = αABC(δc, (αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB))
Data element δb produces result Res2b on the output of αABC.
Res2b = αABC ([(αAB(δb, WSA+δa) + αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB), WSC + δc])
= αABC ([(αAB(δb, WSA) + (αAB(δb, δa) + αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB) , WSC]) +
αABC ([(αAB(δb, WSA) + (αAB(δb, δa) + αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB) , δc)])
Final result = Res2a + Res2b + Res2c
Res1a is the same as Res2a in both cases. We need to prove that Res1b + Res1c is also the
same as Res2b + Res2c for both sides, as follows:
αABC ([αAB(δb, WSA), WSC]) + αABC ([αAB(δb, δa), WSC])
+ αABC ([αAB(δa, WSB)]) + αABC ([WSAB, WSC]) + αABC(δc, (αAB(δb, WSA)))
+ αABC(δc, (αAB([δb, δa]))) + αABC(δc, αAB(δa, WSB)) + αABC(δc, WSAB)
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=
αABC(δc, (αAB(δa, B) + WSAB)) + αABC [((αAB(δb, WSB)
+ (αAB(δb, δa) + αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB) , WSC)] +αABC [((αAB(δb, WSA)
+ (αAB(δb, δa) + αAB(δa, WSB) + WSAB) , δc))]
Terms containing δc and (δb, WSA) + (δb, δa) + (δa, WSB) + WSAB appear in both sides. Other
terms containing window C and (δb, WSA) + (δb, δa) + (δa, WSB) + WSAB also occur in both
sides. This concludes the proof for equality.
A similar proof may also be applied for δaδbδc and δbδcδa and other combinations of
arrivals.
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